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HIGHER EDUCATION BETWEEN PUBLIC AND/OR PRIVATE FINANCING
Univ. assist. Yvonne Iulia Lacrois, Ph. D
Academy of Economic Studies-Bucharest
Teaching assist Georgiana Camelia CreŃan Ph. D. cand.
Academy of Economic Studies-Bucharest
ABSTRACT. Higher education has always been an important priority in the public agenda as it is
considered an investment with economic return both for individuals and society. Due to rapid growth of
student enrolment in the 90’s and stringent funding allocated for higher education institutes, the decade of
the 90’s has seen a significant and consistent worldwide reform agenda for the finance and management of
higher education institutes.
With the establishment of a knowledge-based economy, all countries try to find suitable strategies and
special ways to keep up with the growing competition in the rapidly evolving global economy. The demand
of higher education thus keeps growing worldwide and especially in developing countries. Many
governments face the problem of maintaining public funding levels for higher education. Therefore the
problems and issues of funding higher education must be addressed.
The paper will discuss the funding sources and allocations for higher education that are adopted by
both private and public institutions.
keywords: private financing, public financing, education, social work, European Higher Education

1. INTRODUCTION
Starting from the idea that "education is the way to economic prosperity, the key of scientific and
technological development, the way to combat unemployment, the base of social equity and the spread of
political socialisation and cultural vitality" (Psacharopoulos, G., 1985), governments were interested in
financing higher education especially for the fact that the state was the main beneficiary of the system of
higher education, and it does not imply an economic burden to the public.
According to the World Bank Report since 1994, educational reform agenda was underlying the need to
reach the market orientation of education from both financial and social point of view to public governance
or governmental planning detriment.
But once the development of higher education occured, the role of universities has changed, being
oriented to the satisfaction of free labor market needs. Liberalization of trade and labor market in the
conditionsof globalization increases the hope in terms of integrating graduates of higher education despite
an increasing demand from the public system for tertiary education.
2. PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HIGHER EDUCATION
At present, university education requires a substantial financial effort of the public budget and the
need to determine the effectiveness of using public funds for this sector becomes increasingly severe.
The education of an individual represents un example of a positive externality. The source of the
externality may be for the benefit of interaction in social work and, with better trained people. A large
proportion of worldwide studies indicate public outputs of higher education (eg productivity growth) but
there has not been yet demonstrated a strong link between these benefits and public spending for higher
education. Also, it is found that state intervention in financing higher education is not aimed at achieving
positive externalities, but rather correcting the failure of market loans for studies.
However, according to the principle of equity, the state must ensure equal access to higher education to
all persons who are able to learn, regardless of the amount of their economic resources.
Following this idea, many people consider that university education is a right which should be financed
entirely from public funds. However, one thing that is regarded as a right does not require public financing.
As an example, appears the right to have access to food or information for which no one disputes the
financial aspect.
Effectiveness and equity represent undoubtedly the main arguments for continuing the funding of
higher education from public funds, but the real problem lies in finding a private source for financing
higher education because without the necessary investment in education, the long term development can
not be sustained, and public allocations for university education are not sufficient.

So, it is expected that all beneficiaries of higher education, particularly the state, the enterprises and the
individuals to contribute to financing, according to the principle " who benefits must pay."
The market orientation of university education has led to the appearance of tuition fees that have
transferred a large part of the costs of tertiary education from tax payers to students and their parents, ie to
the final beneficiaries. In these circumstances was appealed to finance studies on loans or vouchers.
Trying to respect the principles of equity and effectiveness, EU countries have sought various solutions,
from an egalitarian policy where quality is put in danger, to a high level of funding higher education, where
quality and equity are balanced.
Financial restrictions imposed on European higher education have led to inefficiency, inequity and a
low quality of university education. But these relate to public educational institutions.
In developed and developing countries there are, in terms of financing sources, two categories of
universities: public higher educational institutions where funds come mostly from the state budget, and
private establishments of higher education where financing is done from their own resources, but may also
receive subsidies from the state budget.
Private educational institutions have, as the main source of financing, fees charged to students and, at
the same time, they can receive donations or attract sponsorship. Individuals participate in attracting funds
to finance higher education through the payment of both tuition fees and taxes owed to the state budget.
Another category of beneficiaries of higher education, the industry, also participates in forming funds
for education when granting scholarships to students in exchange for future cooperation.
Private higher education has an important role in university preparing all over the world. The most
comprehensive and rapid development of the private sector in Central and Eastern Europe took place in
Romania, where particular universities have come to cover one third of the demand for higher education.
However, private universities are criticized for the poor quality of education services and lack of
financial viability in the long term due to the unsustainability of funds coming from tuition fees. The two
aspects are attributed to unevenness of higher education.
The issue of quality in higher education is not conditioned to the membership of the education
institution at public or private sector, it should be determined by the cost-effectiveness item, the goals set
by each institution or goals set by the public authority in the field of education.
On the opposite side are found the state universities, which, while receiving funding from the state
(basic financing and complementary financing), are bound by the present conditions of the market to create
their own revenues which obliges the implementation of an entrepreneurial dimension. But it should only
contribute to creating the necessary conditions to maintain and develop the vocation of universities.
It was found that tuition fees are not a barrier to accessing this form of education, but the low level of
these fees generated the uneffectivness of the funding system and the lack of interest on the part of those
who follow this type of program, given the gratuities, in some cases, of the consumption of education and,
unconcern in terms of education quality.
3. FINANCING OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE ACTUAL CONTEXT
Higher education institutions operate in an environment characterized by constraints on growth in
demand for higher education, decentralization of the system, in terms of free movement of both teachers
and students.
In general, economic efficiency involves reporting efforts, the input of resources to the effects obtained
- the results or output. Regarding the entries in higher education system, they are presented in two forms,
namely the efforts of the society that measures the costs from the state budget needed to conduct
educational activities, and individual efforts that appear in the form of taxes and spendings that an
individual pays during the period of studies.
Funding higher education remains mainly dependent on the budget revenues, this situation being
present even in countries where universities ,both public and private, receive funds from the state.
Determining the economic efficiency of public spending for higher education has two main aspects:
a) decentralization of management of higher education with implications for the efficient and equitable
distribution of budgetary funds. It is desirable that universities enjoy the the university autonomy both in
terms of academic programs and use of budgetary funds obtained on the " lump budget." It presents some
advantages such as a more rational allocation of funds to finance higher education, correcting the
imperfections of the system of education, reduce costs and increase innovation. However, the approach
according to which decisions taken at universities respond better to the principle of maximization of social
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welfare is wrong. Therefore, the best solution seems to be a compromise under which most decisions are
taken at the institutional level, and decisions on public interest and those which does not concern the
interests of the university as well as those refering to the maintenance of public interest activities of the
institution to be the task of the superior authority. This approach respects the principles of transparency
and accountability in the efficient use of public funds. Efficient use of resources at the university level can
be achieved through an appropriate policy on budget and hiring staff.
b) The institution budget should be made taking into account the principles of finance and budget
performance. However, preparing a budget performance should not focus solely on funds derived from
tuition fees that attention because the university will be transformed in a channel for attracting the widest
possible range of students and the quality of education process will take a secondary position.
Up to now, there have been done, worldwide, few studies to determine the effectiveness of investment
in education. The most comprehensive study was conducted by Psacharoupoulos and Patrinos. This study
includes a total of 98 states analyzed between the years 1960-1999. According to this study, the private rate
of return is higher than the social rate of return for all levels of education, the average worldwide rate of
profitability for private higher education is greater than the social profitability by approximately 8.2
percentage points. This gap stems in large part due to the systems of financing higher education in some
countries from this study. Thus, a large part of these systems of financing cover, almost entirely, the cost
of university education, which leads to an artificially increase in the private rates of return.
A high social rate of return expresses the efficiency of investment made by the state, through public
funds, in higher education and may be an argument in favor of increasing public spending for higher
education. However, currently, it is not known exactly whether the state should intervene more, with
additional financing, or whether the individuals in society should pay higher tuition fees. This aspect can
be adjusted from country to country taking into account the overall level of spending, both public and
private, for higher education, given the fairly large differences of these charges, worldwide.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In the circumsatnces of current competition between private and public universities is absolutely
necessary to continue funding higher education from the state budget within certain limits which should not
deregulate the market of university education. Thus there must be foundthe way to take into account all
the stakeholdersin order to resolve the issues of equity access to tertiary education system.
Also, the intervention of state in financing of higher education aims at raising monetary and
nonmonetary benefits for both the individual and the economy as a whole. In terms of individual, the
monetary effect makes its appearance when integrated into the labor market. The level of education affects
not only wages but also additional remuneration which may take the form of improving working conditions
or grant life by the employer through an assurance, a car, and so on. The nonmonetary effects aim at
health and personal satisfaction. In terms of the economy a higher level of education affects economic
growth and sustainable development. Given the above, the EU Lisbon strategy requirements, higher
education funding mechanisms should be adapted to each state so as not to restrict the free movement of
potential students and to integrate into a universal scheme for the recognition of studies regardless the
space in which they were conducted.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ABC- METHOD (ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING)
IN THE ENTERPRISES
Reader Gheorghe V. Lepadatu, Ph. D.
Universitatea Crestină Dimitrie Cantemir Bucuresti, Facultatea de Finante, B ănci, Contabilitate
Abstract: This article deals with the possibilities of implementation of the Activity-Based Costing method
in the enterprises of the steel industry in Romania starting from the analysis of the particularity of this
branch. Those factors are highlighted, on which the successful implementation of the ABC method
worldwide is based. Four main stages of implementation of the ABC-system within the enterprises of the
steel industry in Romania are proposed and the authors’conclusion in this respect is presented.
keywords: ABC method, activity-based costing

In practice, very often confusion is created between the terms installation and implementation,
both at the level of the functional departments and at the level of the company management. Therefore it is
very useful to clarify these two concepts in order to have o very clear image on the contents thereof. We
speak about installation when we organize the interface between an information programme (software) and
our data base existing in the company. The leader of the ABC-project team is the one who must know the
correct meaning of the concept of implementation, since he is at the same time the one who establishes the
wrong or correct pronounciation regarding this term. We speak about the implementation of the ABCmethod (Activity-Based Costing), when we prepare the „ABC-project”1, which will create the change that
is so much desired by the company management. The process of implementation of the ABC-method is
rather „an art” than science. The beginning of the millenium brings along a new generation of managers,
much more practical and open towards the use of modern costing systems that supply much more reliable
information, necessary to make adequate decisions. The art of implementation of the ABC-method will
become in future the management science for the next generations of managers.
1.

POSSIBILITIES OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ABC-METHOD

Most managers in Romania asked themselves: Is the implementation of the ABC- method
(Activity-Based Costing) possible in the enterprises?
Romania has an important traditional activity with obvious disadvantages given by the great
consumption of energy as well as by the high demand of raw materials from abroad. Nevertheless, the
present and future of the Romanian industry relies very much on the steel industry. The reorganization and
privatization have reduced its activity but have significantly improved its efficiency and competitiveness in
this field of activity. The tendency favoured by the growth of the machine-building industry in Romania –
the main branch that benefits from the steel production – is given by this sector which thus is capable of
enhancing the contribution to the economic development. Undergoing a vast program of investments and
constructions, the steel industry will be able to ensure favourable conditions for the increase of its
production on medium and long term. As a matter of fact, about 20% of the resources of steel products
(domestic production and import) are destined for these activities (in about equal proportion).
From the macroeconomic point of view, the steel industry has some peculiarities which give it
long-term sustainment but also a limitation of the growth potential, namely:
• the steel industry has a production that is sufficient to cover, in principle, the domestic demand,
the domestic consumption being lower than the production;
• nevertheless, this branch is mainly orientated towards the export, resulting in the situation that a
great part of the domestic demand is covered from the import;
• the steel industry has a high degree of production integration, fact illustrated by the high degree
of its own consumption of steel products;
• besides, it is characterized by a high degree of concentration; the first five companies providing
about 65% of the turnover of the branch and it must be highlighted that each of these concentrates the
production of a certain sub-branch (steel, aluminium, special steel types, pipes);
• this industry relies on an important amount of raw material and half-finished goods from the
import;

• the steel industry is one of the few activities with commercial surplus.
According to the specialists’ opinion, there are very many factors that lie at the bedrock of the
successful implementation of the ABC-system (Activity-Based Costing) in the steel industry of Romania.
Based on a vast study carried out in the speciality literature and taking into account the opinions of famous
experts, seven main factors have been pointed out, namely: the management’s support, the staff training,
the knowlwdge sharing, the resources, the connection between the reward and evaluation of performance,
the forging of technological information, the concern for the implementation of other systems.
The speciality studies have proved that the management’s support is the main factor in the
successful implementation of an accounting system and especially of the ABC-system (Activity-Based
Costing). Why has the staff training been mentioned firstly as main factor? The reason is very simple. The
successful implementation of the ABC-system can be carried out only with the help of the employees, since
they represent the basis of the pyramidal organization. In other words, any innovation must rely on a very
strong management support in order to be successful. The management must concentrate its efforts on the
establishment of the necessary resources, of the goals as well as on the formulation of efficient strategies
for the implementation of the ABC-system in the companies of the steel industry in Romania. The
management must encourage the use of the information supplied by the ABC-system, especially by the
communication with its employees.
Training greatly helps the company staff to understand the difference between the ABC-system
(Activity-Based Costing) and the other existing, traditional cost systems such as the stage-based method or
the order-based method. In this respect we present some of the advantages of the ABC-system:
1. The obtained production costs are much closer to reality than those obtained in the case of the
methods traditionally used in Romania and this is due to the use of a very advanced production
technology (an essential and successful factor of the ABC-method), where the indirect costs have the
greatest share in the overall production costs.
2. At present, in most of the companies, including the steel companies, an increase of the
unproductive activities (non-value) can be noticed, and the ABC-method permits the allocation of the
majority of indirect costs to manufactured goods, performed work or rendered services.
3. The ABC-method focuses its attention on the real nature of cost behaviour, thus helping to
identify the non-value activities (which do not add value to products).
4. It uses multiple cost inductors that reveal the direct relationship cause-effect between the
expenses to be allocated and the allocation bases employed.
5. It is flexible in the cost allocation to the manufactured goods, performed work or rendered
services, customers or to different strategic segments.
6. It resorts to the re-structuring of the supporting activities within the main activities. Compared
to the method of expenses centres, the latter did neither allow the re-structuring of activities according to
transversal processes nor did it surpass the limit of the established responsibility centres. Besides, the ABCmethod does not provide auxiliary centres, the costs of all the centres being charged on the costs of the
goods without secondary allocation.
7. It uses dash-boards built on the basis of some carefully selected steering indicators, thus
supplying reliable long-term information, appropriate for making long-term strategic decisions.
8. It is compatible with other management instruments.
9. It has the possibility to adapt the General Plan of Accounts in our country to the specific nature
of the ABC-method within the companies of the steel industry of Romania.
Besides, staff training encourages the knowledge sharing, offering at the same time a superior
economic measurement of information. The staff training should be achieved both on the vertical and on
the horizontal of the management system, from the manager to the directly manufacturing worker. This
training can be performed by: lecturing, discourses, explanatory projects or training on the spot, performed
by experts.
Regarding the knowledge sharing, the speciality literature refers to two manners lying at the
extremities. The first refers to the operating manner of the ABC-system that is known thouroughly only by
accountants or specialists (accounting department), in this situation existing the imminent danger of being
used only for their own purposes. One of the main reasons of the failure of the ABC-system
implementation is that accountants (specialists) are the owners thereof and they do not share it with the
others (non-accountants / non-specialists). The second situation refers to the manner of sharing2 among
accountants and non-accountants, fact that surely leads to the successful implementation of the ABC-
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system (Activity-Based Costing). From this point of view, not only accountants or specialists but also the
other persons (the employees) must be considered as owners of the system. All the employees of a
company should be involved in the initial decisions, to invest in the method of Activity-Based Costing, in
the project and implementation thereof. Thus the chances of the ABC-system to be promoted and supported
by non-accountants or non-specialists will grow significantly and will be successful.
The process of planning and implementation of an ABC-system implies the use of adequate
resources by the companies of the steel industry in Romania. The necessary resources include time and the
agreement of the accountants, of the management and of the productive workers. A study published by
IMA3 shows that the implementation of the ABC-method takes a much longer time than has been estimated
at the beginning and an average period of 3 years is needed for implementation until the effective use of the
system is achieved. In order to establish the period necessary for the implementation, the most important
organization factor of the management accounting, namely the company size, shall be compulsorily taken
into account.
A study carried out by Shields and McEwen shows that for the survival of 143 companies, it was
very important to have the adequate staff resources (some very well trained and qualified employees),
which led to the successful implementation of the ABC-system. Other factors such as: external consultancy
and commercial software (own) have turned out to be less important for the successful implementation of
the ABC-system, since they contribute to a smaller extent to it.
According to the same studies performed by the above-mentioned autors, it is obvious that the
choice of the software as information system is important only for specialists (acccounants and the
company management). For the other category of employees, the external consultancy and respectively the
existence of the information system is not very important and moreover the guarantee of the successful
implementation of the ABC-system.
Starting from the previous factor, the studies of the two
authors, Shields and McEwen, show the importance of the connection between the reward, the evaluation
of performance and the implementation of the ABC-system. This is achieved by itself because the
employees pay more attention to those things which provide welfare. This prosperity is influenced just by
the system used to evaluate and reward the employees. If the employees are convinced that the ABCsystem successfully represents their interests in the performance evaluation, then they themselves are
motivated that this system should be successfully implemented.
In order to survive a very tough competition, many companies resort to forgery or creation of
technological information that does not exist in reality. Only 64% of the enterprises have recorded a score
above the average in case of use of real technological information, as compared to 36% of the enterprises
that do not use them or „create” them. The implementation of the ABC-system would be much easier if,
regarding the company technological information, it included the following characteristic features: the
better intgration of the used information sub-systems, the friendlier capacity to question the users’
demands, available data regarding the sales, the costs and performances recorded in the last 12 months and
updating of all the data of this kind.
According to a recent study performed by the „Cost Management Group” from IMA, 62% of the
companies trying to implement the ABC-system have not succeeded yet in reaching that stage of complete
use due to the concern for the implementation of other systems already in progress. Many companies assert
that they do not possess enough resources to implement the ABC-system, because of their need to
implement other systems such as TQM (Total Quality Management), JIT (Just-In-Time) or other systems
that correspond to a greater extent to their real information requirements.
2.
THE IMPLEMENTATION STAGES OF THE ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING METHOD
(ABC)
Before starting the implementation of the Activity-Based Costing method (ABC), any manager in
the steel industry would ask himself:
- How can I pass from a traditional method such as the stage-based method or the order-based
method to a much more advanced method such as the ABC method?
- How shall I start the implementation? How do I reach that what I want to implement?
The answers to the above questions can be summarized in the route to be covered in order to
implement the ABC-method, as follows:

Stage 1. Formulation of goals. Here is a set of questions formulated by the management of a
company in the steel industry:
Question
What is the main goal in case of the
ABC method?
Why have we decided on this
method?
What are the advantages and
disadvantages of this method?
What changes can this method
bring about in the companies of the
steel industry?
Are the end-users of the
information satisfied with the
accuracy of the data supplied by the
ABC system?

Answer - Company in the Steel Industry
The goal is not a single one. Among the goals we can mention:
obaining accurate information regarding the costs and not only,
flexibility, competitiveness, extension of the market share, etc.
The advantages of the method represent the forte in the choice of the
ABC method (Activity-Based Costing).
The above-mentioned ideas highlighted in the paragraph concerning
the possibilities of implementation of the ABC method in the steel
industry of Romania have been taken into account.
There are many changes and on several levels. One of the
organization factors refers to the transversal4 organization of the
enterprise.
Taking into account the manner of calculation, by the suitable
allocation of the activity costs to the products, on the basis of the cost
drivers, the obtained information reflect a cost that is much closer to
reality. This cost can be used in the analysis of the steering indicators,
used in the company dashboard that lies at the bedrock of making
efficient decisions by the company management.

After the company management has validated the answers to these questions, it will be probably
determined to proceed to the working out and communication of an operation plan (the so-called ABC
project) by which the whole enterprise will be involved, starting from the workers to the management.
Stage 2. The drawing up of the organization chart according to the transversal organization of the
company. In this organization chart there will be included the functional departments or offices grouped
according to processes and within the processes, the component activities. A selection technique will be
used, meant to reduce the too large number of activities, possibly a reorganization of the activities within
the processes. The detailed level of the operations within the activities should not be too deep, but also not
too scarce. On the basis of questionnaires collected from the company employees, the centralized
information is analysed by the ABC project team and, based on it, a dictionary of the most important
activities is drawn up preliminarily. Besides, data on the cost drivers are collected. At this stage, the
following centralizing documents are drawn up: the activity list (catalogue), the cross matrix
activities/offices, the activity list on strategic segments.
Stage 3. The identification of the possible difficulties met after covering the two stages and the
search for future opportunities. In connection with the two aspects, a parallel table containing the following
items is drawn up:
Aspects
1. If the two stages have
developed according to
the expectations and no
problems have occurred

2. If problems have
occurred
after
the
covering of the two
stages

Answer – Action
The other stages left until the successful implementation of the ABC method
are covered. Further on, the goals are chosen, that will have priority in the
new changes necessary for the implementation of the ABC method within
the companies of the steel industry. All the established goals will be turned
into actions meant to achieve the desired changes in the internal and external
environment of the company in the steel industry: the cost determination on
strategic customer segments, the determination of much lower costs on the
manufactured goods, performed work, rendered services, etc.
The causes of the nonconformities are searched for. Each stage is analysed
carefully and efforts are made to find the causes that contributed to the
occurrence of problems, by using different specific diagnoses.
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This stage is of a special importance because it represents that point which can lead us to a
successful implementation or to the failure of the implementation of the ABC method. We must make the
decision if we continue the implementation of the ABC method (Activity-Based Costing) or if we turn to
another method.
Stage 4. Testing the correct implementation manner of the ABC method using the information
supplied by means thereof. On this occasion, the impact of each initiative, action or project is tested by
recording the saved costs as a result of their application or avoidance of their application, the income
obtained by the correct application of the activity management principles. Depending on this stage, certain
changes are going to be made. These changes can be of various kinds: product designing, cost planning,
change of the employees’attitude, team cooperation by exchanging visions and opinions regarding the good
development of the activity, the hierarchic reorganization, the change of the suppliers’ and
customers’behaviour.
Gary Cokins, famous expert and author in activity-based cost management, proposes an
implementation route5 to the ABC method by covering a number of 10 stages. The author’s point of view is
an important one since he laid the foundations of the implementation of the ABC/ABM system in many
world-famous companies.
CONCLUSIONS
In the study performed by us we resorted to the simplification of the implementation route of the
ABC method in the enterprises of the steel industry in Romania because a detailing by increasing the
number of stages would have led to the creation of a much too complicated image of covering the whole
process.
Based on the facts mentioned and proposed by us, we plead for the Activity-Based Costing (ABC)
method, which can represent the ideal solution for the future of this very important branch of the Romanian
industry that is at present in a stage of economic boost.
References:
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INTERCULTURAL DIMENSION OF
INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL NEGOTIATIONS
Associate Professor Irina Gabriela Rădulescu, Ph. D
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Abstract
Starting from one of the definitions for culture, we discuss a set of characteristics for international
commercial negotiations that are closely connected to the peculiarities of language, customs, religion,
politics etc. of the parties involved. These peculiarities may have a decisive influence on the result of
negotiations, either positively or negatively. When doing business, the main objective of negotiations is
establishing trust. Negotiation management, culture, history and own value system play an important role.
Hierarchical distance, individual decisions, aversion to uncertainty and masculinity are the main elements
that are closely linked to each country’s culture and they must be taken into account when important
international commercial negotiations take place. In the end of the article, we focus on a cultural grouping
of negotiations according to “worlds” – Anglo-Saxon, German, Latin and developing countries – and this
leads us to finding out a set of managerial characteristics for each world, sets that must be taken into
account when doing commercial negotiations.
keywords: intercultural dimension, commercial negotiations

DEFINITION OF CULTURE
Culture may be defined as “the totality of ways of living, including art, faith and institutions belonging
to a population, that have been transmitted from one generation to another. Culture is the way of living that
is valid for an entire society. For example, this includes behavior in society, dress code, language, religion,
rituals, laws and morality of individuals that are part of the respective society.
Anthropologists use the term culture in order to refer to the ability of people to classify, encode and
communicate their experience in a material and symbolic way.”1
Culture is, in fact, “a set of values, customs, behaviors and ways of thinking that the members of a
society use in order to live in their world, among other people and which is transmitted from one generation
to another during life and by means of education.”2
CULTURE AND INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL NEGOTIATIONS
In any international commercial negotiation, the ability of the decision-makers to master the cultural
differences will lead to the success of their projects.
Employees are not always very sensitive to intercultural differences and they do not pay attention to the
consequences these differences may have on their business. One may notice that there are malfunctions and
misunderstandings, but they may have been avoided. For example, being late for a meeting may be seen as
a disaster by a Danish, Swedish or Norwegian, but the same fact may be easily forgotten by a Senegalese. It
is a well-known fact that some cultures, especially North-American, Scandinavian and German cultures,
have a poor communication context, meaning that their messages are explicit and to the point. On the
contrary, Asian cultures, Middle Eastern cultures or Latin American cultures pay attention to the context,
which may influence the result of some negotiations even if it starts from unanimously recognized
humanistic principles.
National culture is a complex reality. Values, symbols, myths, heroes, religions, they are all part of a
common frame of reference for each and every individual.
In order to understand the culture of the person we negotiate it is necessary that we make a structural
analysis that is based on some principles. In the following paragraphs, we will focus on these principles, as
they are very important to international commercial negotiations. We will carry out this analysis in a strict
way, but we will also take into consideration the managerial techniques and company policies.

1
2

Culture – from Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culture
Weiss, E. – Commerce international, Ellipses Edition Marketing S.A., 2008, p.37
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PRINCIPLES TO BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION IN INTERNATIONAL
COMMERCIAL NEGOTIATIONS
Language issues
The first issue that is to be discussed in international commercial negotiations is that of language.
Using an international language, such as English, may lead, from the beginning, to the establishment of
a certain distance and even reciprocal distrust among the interlocutors. They may have the feeling that their
ideas have not been correctly and fully understood by their business partners.
Apart from vocabulary issues, individuals from different cultures do not decode messages on the same
referential basis. For example, Chinese and Indian people do not have the same perception on notions such
as truth or negations as their European counterparts.
Even if the language is perfectly understood, the core ideas will probably be altered during
communication process. An European citizen will understand differently the language, for example
English, that is used by a British speaker and by an American speaker.
It is even more difficult to lead negotiations in the language of the business partner, because (s)he may
be tempted to understand part of the phrases with all the subtleties a mother tongue involves and this may
not be in favor of the speaker. From this point of view, it is preferable to lead negotiations in a language
that is not perfectly mastered by any of the speakers.
Gestures issues
In intercultural communication, language is but a component of the transmitted message. The receiver
may interpret additional nuances, meanings of the verbal message as well as those associated with the
gestures, behavior and intonation of the interlocutor.
The same gestures may have completely different meanings according to the culture: a Spanish winking
during the conversation may infuriate an Englishman!
Social behavior issues
Every culture has its own values, its preferences as far as social behavior is concerned – for example,
good manners and greeting formulas – as well as its heroes and symbols. Knowing very well such practices
means avoidance of misunderstandings and of distrust towards the interlocutor.
Thus, for example, raising your head may be interpreted as “no” in Greece.
Dialogue in a short physical distance, as it is the case in the Middle East, may be seen as aggressive by
Germans and Anglo-Saxons.
Warm hand shaking should be avoided when meeting Japanese people.
In some countries from South-East Asia (Thailand, Malaysia), pointing an individual with your foot is
disrespectful, since feet are the least noble part of the body. At the same time, touching head must not be
done, since the head is the home of the soul.
“Chileans greet each other with warm hugs and kisses, since this is a way of shortening the distance
between themselves and foreigners. This kind of greeting is very unusual in India or in China. Indians do
not have a person to person conversation style that could be compared to the European style. They do not
make jokes as it is the case of Germans. In China, for example, persons of any age but having the same
gender hug each other often and walk around hand in hand – this fact would be seen as unusual in other
countries.”3
The importance of the communicative context
Not every country pays attention to the context of communication. It is generally believed that NorthAmericans, Scandinavians and Germans have a poor communicative context, meaning that their messages
are explicit and are to be interpreted word by word.
On the contrary, in Asian, Middle Eastern or Latin American cultures there is much attention paid to the
context. For example, if you can talk directly to a North-American about money, this is not the case and
should be avoided when talking to a Latin-American!
Time management
3

See also The influence of culture in our behaviour – commentaries within a workshop organized by Melton Foundation, 2008
http://carlaconcha.tripod.com/id9.html

North-American phrase time is money is not always welcome when doing business internationally!
Punctuality, planning and following the terms of a contract are surely basic values both in the USA, and
in other Anglo-Saxon countries, as well as in the German and Scandinavian worlds, where efficiency is at
the core of their preoccupations.
There are regions in the world where one may find a more flexible concept about time: Africa, China,
India, Indonesia, and even Japan, where things must be left alone and time must pass until a good decision
may be reached.
Efficiency is not evaluated by means of time. Forcing a customer to sign a contract is the worst thing that
may happen. It is best if one can obtain even a partial verbal agreement or, at the end of a working day, one
may invite a customer to dinner or to a show, and save some time and sign the contract the next day.
Mono- and polychronism
Monochronic cultures are those cultures that pay major attention to time efficiency and they can only do
one thing at a time. The schedule is rigid and the solutions to be found are sequential. Any distraction from
the envisaged result is a bad omen.
Polychronic cultures try to outline the ability of the individual to do a lot of things at the same time:
answer the mobile phone during business talks or carry out two different issues. This can be achieved easily
by a Moroccan or even by a Frenchman!
Understanding this cultural difference is very important since it allows relativization of some frustrating
situations that may arise. It is even more important nowadays when information technology and
communications allow one to use performant means so that one may achieve a lot of things without too
much effort.
Links to the past
Some cultures have strong connections with the past. Chinese, African or Indian cultures believe that
following traditions is essential, as well as respecting old habits and history.
Other cultures are present-oriented. This is the case of some Latin cultures, French culture and even
Romanian culture. What matters most is the present status of the company and its opportunities to close
deals in a short time.
There are also culture that are future-oriented. They favor innovation, investment, risk taking and
sometimes they involve too many risks and they cannot be easily understood by other cultures.
Business trust
Business trust is essential to a good business relationship.
“A posteriori” trust versus ‘a priori” trust
There are cultures that have a system of establishing business trust a posteriori and other cultures that
establish business trust a priori.
Among the systems of establishing business trust a posteriori we mention the following cultures: Latin,
Semitic, Slav, Asian, African or Middle-Eastern. In such systems, establishing trust can only be achieved
after sharing the private lives of the business partners.
The intrusion of affection in business relationships gets different nuances from one case to another. In
South America, this intrusion is achieved by vivid conversations and sharing feelings about each other,
while in Asia the intrusion is achieved in a more discreet manner. In both cases, affection is involved in
doing business. Once trust was gained by the business partner, (s)he is willing to start making some
concessions, such as admitting that the merchandise will be delayed.
In the cultures that establish business trust a priori, business partners trust each other from the very
beginning.
Affection is totally useless and it may even be considered a barrier. If reciprocal trust is lost during
discussions, the rupture is definite and not following the standard behavior is unacceptable.
Credibility at national level
Studies show that a chubby person of a certain age has better conviction power in some African
countries. For others, trade dynamics is synonymous with good physical shape, but there are markets where
women are in top when doing business.
One may even find out that there are perception differences according to the nationality.
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For example, the image of France in African countries is different from the image of Germany.
The same may be said about the image of Romania among the European Union member states, since
there are different perspectives in Italy, as there are in France or in Belgium.
While French people appear in the eyes of foreigners as proud, romantic, luxury people, who appreciate
quality, Romanian people appear as modest, selling cheap things, who are price-oriented, good merchants
who are not afraid to trick a business partner.
Written or verbal agreement?
Trust is best visible in a written or in a verbal agreement.
In Northern cultures, written agreements come naturally; they are very precise and essential in a
commercial agreement.
In Southern cultures, writing may be considered secondary and it may arise from informal factors.
Showing insistence to make everything formal by writing an agreement may be interpreted as lack of trust.
For example, a verbal agreement in Maghreb or in China is as valuable as a written agreement.
This is the point where misunderstandings and malfunctions appear when designing a contract.
In some cultures, it is better to focus on informal factors and some terms in the agreement should be
flexible, so that unfulfillment of the contract is avoided. On the contrary, in Anglo-Saxon cultures, there is
the tendency to write everything exhaustively and include all the terms of a contract. In such cultures,
maximum attention must be paid to the interpretation of the texts that form the basis of the contract.
MANAGERIAL SYSTEMS AND COMPANY’S POLICY
Negotiating with companies from another country involves taking into account the different managerial
systems.
Understanding these systems allows the identification of the true decision-makers.
On the other hand, if branches are to be implemented in a different country, these branches must adapt
their managerial system to the practices of the respective country. Many times, unfulfillment of this leads to
“cultural shocks” among managers and workers, both of them having different nationalities. The same
thing may happen when the managerial team decides to hire foreign employees because there is a lack of
domestic labor force or the team decides there should be economy in payment.
In fact, each company has its own culture, its own history, its own system of values. Yet, these may be
more or less influenced by the national culture.
It may even be considered that the following four elements are conditioned by the national culture of
each country4: hierarchical distance, individual decisions, aversion to uncertainty and masculinity.
Hierarchical distance
Hierarchical distance may be defined as the perception of inequality between the person who has the
power and his direct subordinates. Within organizations, this may be translated as the degree to delegate
power and as a more or less autocratic leadership.
In cultures with a big hierarchical distance it is difficult to have participatory leadership by means of
objectives, because in such a company, there cannot actually be any kind of negotiation between the
managerial team and its subordinates. The management is carried out by leaders who gain their respect.
On the contrary, in cultures with small hierarchical distance, decentralization is indicated and consensus
is sought among the participants.
Among the countries that have big hierarchical distance we can mention Malaysia, Panama, Guatemala,
Philippines, Mexico, Arab countries, West Africa, together with France and Romania.
There are countries with small hierarchical distance, such as: USA, Canada, the Netherlands, Australia,
Great Britain, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Israel.
As far as treaties are concerned, special attention should be given to face interlocutors with the same
hierarchical level when negotiating with countries that have big hierarchical distance, otherwise,
negotiations may be stopped. For example, one cannot delegate a simple trader to close a deal having as his
business partner a manager.
Individual decisions

4
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While some cultures allow individuals to make decisions by themselves, in other cultures important
decisions are arrived at by more actors (these are communitarian cultures). In this case, the actors must be
identified as well as the role each of them has within the decision-making process.
In individualistic cultures, the individual may act in his own interest. That is why (s)he must be
compensated by means of a bigger salary, of continuous training and education.
In a communitarian culture, recruitment must take into account the relationship an individual has with
the group (s)he is part of, so that possible conflicts are avoided.
Among the countries that have an individualistic culture we mention: USA, Australia, Great Britain,
Canada, Italy, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden, France and Romania.
Countries where communitarian culture is favored are the following: Malaysia, Hong Kong, Chile,
West Africa, Thailand, Singapore, South Korea, Peru, Pakistan, Indonesia, Colombia, Panama.
Aversion to uncertainty
It is a known fact that uncertainty appears in every business. When an agreement is signed, it is difficult
to evaluate the real risk and its influence in the long run.
Some cultures encourage risk taking, meaning that taking risks does not necessarily lead to problems.
On the contrary, in countries where aversion to uncertainty and risk is high, individuals have difficulties
in adjusting themselves to such situations, they tend to be nervous and want to regulate everything, but this
is difficult to be achieved.
Here are some countries and geographical regions that take risks: South Africa, New Zealand,
Indonesia, Canada, USA, Philippines, Malaysia, Ireland, Sweden, Hong Kong.
Here are some countries and geographical regions that show great aversion to taking risks: Costa Rica,
Chile, Greece, Portugal, Guatemala, Belgium, Japan, Spain, France, Romania.
One may notice the tendency of the Latin countries to control uncertainty. This quality is often
perceived by negotiators from different cultures (that take risks) as lack of ambition and courage within the
projects they support.
In the above mentioned situations, a plus of entrepreneurship is useful and it should be doubled by a
cautious attitude towards the business partner.
Masculinity
This phrase does not simply refer to the issue of men – women relationship within a company.
It is a known fact that modesty, foregrounding of personal relationships, interest for the quality of life,
help, environmental issues are values that are supported mainly by feminine cultures.
On the contrary, parade, power, ambition are values that mark masculine cultures.
In countries with a masculine culture, such as Japan, Austria, Venezuela, Switzerland, Italy, Mexico,
Ireland, Great Britain, Germany, Philippines, South Africa, Australia, Ecuador or USA, negotiation is
nothing but a form of competition and success is connected to figures and financial results.
In the other group of countries, such as France, Spain, Peru, East Africa, South Korea, Guatemala,
Thailand, Portugal, Chile, Finland, Costa Rica, Denmark or the Netherlands, human relationships among
the actors of negotiation process play an important role in the decision making process.
Cultural ranking according to the area of specific management
Establishing cultural regrouping among different countries is almost impossible to be achieved. Neither
the language criterion, nor the wealth or on the contrary the lack of material resources are worth being
taken into consideration.
Yet, one may try to relatively classify not the countries, but the “worlds” to which they belong from the
point of view of specific management.
According to this vision, one may distinguish among four categories of worlds: Anglo-Saxon, German,
Latin and Developing countries.
Anglo-Saxon world
From a managerial point of view, the Anglo-Saxon world is characterized by the central role of the
owner of the company.
His decisions are recognized and the managerial team is often obliged to respond for its actions in front
of the manager.
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Every time a strategic decision is arrived at, the formal or informal acknowledgement of the owner is
mandatory. In most of the contracts, direct support of the owner is more valuable than the efforts of the
negotiators.
The company itself is seen as a “contract knot”, and each person feels they are closely connected with
the organizational structure by means of a contract.
German world
In the German world, legitimacy must be democratic and concerted.
A company is seen as a community. To convince means to obtain group adhesion, not of a single
interlocutor.
We are thus dealing with a rigorous approach, based on written documents, seriously studied and
commented before confrontation.
Unions also take an active part in their own organization by means of supervising councils and by
means of negotiations with the management.
Latin world
In the Latin world, legitimacy is connected to “grandeur” and honor.
The ethics of the worker is based on the fulfillment of regulations, even if this does not always happen.
Hierarchy plays an important role. Thus, there are some managerial similitudes with the Asian type of
management, to which one adds respect for the “superior”.
Rank within an organization, social success or diplomas attract the linking of the decision-making
factors.
Romanians, just as French, belong to this world and they do not have difficulties in adjusting to
commercial negotiations.
Affective factor may play tricks during discussions. Being “friends” with your collaborators or with
negotiators, mixing professional life with private life may be the causes of misunderstandings and wrong
decisions. That is why time is needed to fully understand those human relationships that may influence, in
one way or another, managerial decisions.
Developing countries
In this world, the company is a kind of “brotherhood”, a family, dominated by one person. The myth
about the “founding father”, together with a paternalistic type pf management, is characteristic for the
majority of the structures.
Important decisions are made by the historic leader of the company. As a consequence, if we deal with
such companies, it is important that we identify the leader and get in touch with him.
The leader, either formal or informal, does not play a direct operational role. Yet, ignoring the leader by
an unskilled negotiator could lead to difficult situations.
Another characteristic of the developing courtiers, corruption, is the real trial for foreign negotiators. In
many circumstances, what is thought to be corruption in other countries, is seen as “legitimate” by the
business partners from this world. Gifts, honor grades, tips are frequent and they are thought to be part of
the business relationship.
On the other hand, “to be liked by the superior” is a central element of the managerial policy belonging
to negotiators from this world. That is why, every gesture or attitude during negotiations must not lead to a
situation in which the negotiator would not accept the deal on the grounds of not being liked by the superior
(see also the size and importance of the gifts as compared to those offered to superiors).

CONCLUSIONS
Trying to culturally regroup the countries according to “worlds” led to defining, for each world, some
managerial characteristics we must take into account in the process of commercial negotiation.
Thus, if we deal with partners from the German world, one must pay attention to minute preparation,
based on written documents and one must not neglect the position of he unions.

If our business partners are part of the Latin world, one must not neglect friendship, while if our
partners are part of the Anglo-Saxon world it is very important to know the owner, the decision maker,
while our partners are from the developing countries, one must have serious and thorough documentation
on the meaning of corruption in their country.
No matter the world they are part of, it is good advice to take into account the four elements that are
conditioned by the national culture in each country: hierarchical distance, individual decisions, aversion to
uncertainty and masculinity that may manifest themselves differently according to the nationality of the
business partner.
In the end, one should always take into account genera principles, such as those connected to language,
gestures and social behavior, communicative context, time management, mono and polychronism, links to
the past as well as establishing maximum trust during the negotiation process.
What we presented above is nothing but a set of recommendations for international negotiation
processes, that are based on studies and observations. Of course, each negotiator may improve this process
according to personal experience, which is valuable in the context of rapid evolution of factors from the
international trade5. We are talking about the development of information technology and communications
(ITC)6 that allows negotiators access to information about the partner, historic data about the company, data
about the owner of the company and the country of origin, the history of the country and a lot of data about
the cultural evolution of the geographical area that is interesting for us.
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At the Lisbon European Council (March 2000), the governments representatives set a fundamental
objective for the EU, to be accomplished until 2010: to become “the most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy in the world, capable of sustained economic growth with more and better jobs
and greater social cohesion”. A central element of this strategy is lifelong learning, not only to
competitiveness and employability, but also to social inclusion, active citizenship and personal
development.
In a Communication from the European Commission, adopted on November 21, 2001, it is
formulated the common goal of a European Area of Lifelong Learning. Its aim is ”to empower citizens to
move freely between learning settings, jobs, regions and countries, making the most of their knowledge and
competences, and to meet the goals and ambitions of the European Union and the candidate countries to be
more prosperous, inclusive, tolerant and democratic”. The achievement of this goal demands the existence
of a lifelong learning framework to bring together education and training, important elements of existing
European level processes, strategies and plans concerned with youth, employment, social inclusion, and
research policy. The document also gives a lifelong learning concept definition: the process of learning
from pre-school to post-retirement that should encompass the whole spectrum of formal, non formal and
informal learning. Among the major objectives of lifelong learning are: active citizenship, personal
fulfilment and social inclusion, as well as employment-related aspects. The principles which underpin
lifelong learning refer to: the centrality of the learner, the importance of equal opportunities and the quality
and relevance of learning opportunities.
1.

Lifelong learning: from idea to a higher education reality
Trends V report, issued by EUA (European University Association), is a fundamental document of
the education reform developed by the Bologna Process. Published in 2007, this has a double merit: on the
one hand, it offers a comprehensive image of the European higher education, presenting the outcomes
obtained by universities in the Bologna reforms, on the other hand, it points out the main challenges to
come and draws up the process priorities. Approaching topics of major importance for the European higher
education reform (Structural reform: implementing the three cycles, Bologna tools for mobility and
recognition, Student support services and student participation, Quality assurance), Trends V reserves a
chapter to lifelong learning – Lifelong learning and widening access. This proves the lifelong learning
process importance within the fundamental change under the Bologna Process, aiming to create, until 2010,
the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) and the European Research Area (ERA), as the foundation
for the knowledge-based society, the essential goal of the Lisbon Agenda. The report focuses on some
major interest issues: the priority of lifelong learning in European higher education institutions, lifelong
learning practices at European higher education institutions, lifelong learning – widening access and the
social dimension, lifelong learning and the qualifications framework for the European Higher Education
Area, lifelong learning and recognition of prior learning. The Trends V analysis gives a good image of how
the lifelong learning process is perceived, assimilated in the national education systems and policies and
implemented by the higher education institutions. By their vocation, universities are the most appropriate
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institutions to develop, beside the traditional academic provision, new educational forms, on the
background of the needs for widening social access to quality higher education.
According to the report, despite the expectations situating lifelong learning at the centre of the
reform processes, this remained rather on the periphery of the institutional strategies. Nowadays, when the
economic development reasons and the achievement of the knowledge society demand an effective
workforce, lifelong learning becomes a major issue. The demographic changes, the ageing population, the
declining younger generations, the increase in representation of women in the student population are set to
have a major impact at European level. In this context, some institutions may merge or close, but many
may diversify their educational offer and target different profiles of students. That is why the lifelong
learning agenda challenges institutions to reorient their offer to give a broader range of persons the
opportunity to fulfil their potential. A central element of this agenda is widening access. The experiences of
the European institutions show a certain lack of coherence concerning the understanding and
implementation of lifelong learning, although some of them realize that lifelong learning represents a space
of growth, with diversified funding sources, with important possibilities for the regional cooperation and
development. Universities have a variety of offers from the non-formal or informal education range
together with offers of professional education. The education offers and practices differ among countries
and include: full-time mature students, general adult education, part-time degrees, diplomas for those in
work (post-experience), continuing professional development and training courses, staff development, open
access courses, regional development through open and distance learning, and networks of partnerships and
collaboration with local stakeholders. Some institutions have developed innovative practices in this area.
“Junior” university courses prepare or motivate young people to take an interest in higher education. There
are also courses addressing to specific secondary schools in order to attract the best students in universities.
The report shows, in turn, the lack of access courses directed specifically towards socially disadvantaged
students. In the context of a diversified education offer, there are instead “senior” university courses, many
of them being of a “self-improvement” character, addressed to the persons over 55 years or to the retired
population. An increasingly important role, in a large number of universities, have the part-time students,
an important possibility for institutions to diversify both access and funding, as these students pay for their
study programmes or the costs are paid, at least in part, by employers. In the UK, 40% of the students are
part-time, and the government intends to take measures for funding this student category.
The report notes that increasing the student diversity is not a priority for institutions. There are few
incentives to encourage widening access, and future funding seems dependent on demonstrable “academic
quality”. In these conditions, many institutions focus on increasing their competitiveness, trying to attract
the best students, than on improving the diversity of the student base. The lifelong learning agenda does not
imply only the widening of access, but also the diversification of the educational offer, more funding
opportunities with the goal of improving employability. In the debate on the relationship between quality
and diversification, many consider that diversifying the student body means lowering quality. In the future,
the quality of education will be perceived in relation to institutions’ capacity to respond to the diversity of
citizen needs. Widening participation demands measures related to the career structures, so that not only
excellent research is rewarded in academic careers, but also excellent teaching and student success.
Although widening of participation in non formal or informal programmes is not a priority for institutions,
yet both increasing and widening the participation in higher education are key elements for the creation of a
European knowledge society. A lot of things are to be done to open up access to learning opportunities for
citizens throughout their lives. In the process of reconsidering their traditional curriculum on the actual
societal needs background, institutions must take into account the fact that learning takes place in several
contexts, which has implications on the study programmes structure, on teaching and assessment. It is
necessary therefore that such means as flexible learning paths, the accreditation of work placements,
blended learning, company in-house training, distance education, e-learning and learning through work

schemes to be developed and formally integrated in the higher education provision. Though such issues
have been considered only on the margins of institutional strategic development, yet the introduction of
flexible learning paths is essential for the European Higher Education Area, while combining the different
tools developed through the Bologna Process gives the potential for major innovation and transformation.
Implemented in a simple and flexible way, these instruments could determine the development of the
education offer for a diverse population. Among the means which sustain flexibility, transparency, mobility
and academic quality are a range of tools and processes to recognise prior learning: Accreditation of Prior
Learning (APL), Accreditation of Prior Certificated Learning (APCL), Accreditation of Prior Experiential
Learning (APEL) and Work-Based Learning (WBL). It is expected that these tools to be combined with
ECTS for expressing prior learning outcomes through credits and linked to the different levels of
qualification frameworks. At the centre of an increasing number of processes and needs addressed to the
higher education and lifelong learning, universities must make efforts to connect these processes in a
coherent approach, in the direction of some clearly defined goals.
The conclusions drawn by Trends V are critic and express in essential terms the situation of
lifelong learning in Europe. According to them, dialogue on lifelong learning provision with employers and
other societal stakeholders is currently lacking. Excellence in all higher education missions needs to be
rewarded, as institutions require greater incentives to respond to the challenges of broadening their
educational offer to “non traditional” students. National qualification frameworks are currently an
aspiration rather than an actual tool for most systems. To be effective, they should be designed coherently
with broad societal consultation and strong involvement of higher education institutions. In the process of
reconsidering their traditional curriculum institutions need to give a higher priority to lifelong learning and
to consider this agenda as a central element of institutional strategic development.
2.

European Universities’ Charter on Lifelong Learning
In a EUA seminar on lifelong learning in the Sorbonne (December 2007), it was affirmed the
necessity of a Charter on Lifelong Learning for Europe’s universities and for society in the future. The
document has been adopted by the Rectors’ National Conferences in the EUA Council of 4 July 2008, and
launched in the EUA Conference Inclusive and Responsive Universities ensuring Europe’s
competitiveness, held in Rotterdam in 23-25 October 2008. The Charter has appeared in a complex and
dynamic context for the European higher education, as universities are involved in the process of making
the knowledge-based society. In the Preamble, it is shown that, in the 21st century, European universities
confront with increasing expectations and needs from society, while the entire process of social and
economic development evolves around the concept of Europe of Knowledge. The achievement of this goal
needs strong, autonomous, inclusive and responsive universities, able to offer research-based education and
learning. The actual social and economic challenges are determined by the increasing speed of
globalisation, Europe’s demographic ageing, the fast technological progress. All these evolutions influence
the whole society and have a powerful impact on the labour markets, involved in a dynamic adaptation to
the new conditions. In this process, universities have the central role, since they are the pillar of the
knowledge society, the fundamental goal of the Lisbon Agenda, assumed and developed within the
Bologna Reform.
The higher education reform in Europe, started under the Bologna Declaration (May 25, 1999),
has set two major goals: the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) and the European Research Area
(ERA). Until now, in the European higher education, a series of changes and evolutions have taken place,
which need to be consolidated and developed to respond to the lifelong learning challenges. In this context,
the achievements and the good practices of the European universities concerning the diversified student
communities must be taken into consideration. As regards the lifelong learning notion, it embraces many
concepts: initial education for disadvantaged groups, continuing education and training for well-qualified
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graduates, post-retirement opportunities for cultural enrichment. At the same time, lifelong learning can be
organized at local, regional and national levels.
For developing lifelong learning in Europe, the education policy set among its major objectives to
achieve a culture of European inclusive and responsive universities. The 21st century university, a central
institution of the knowledge society, must be inclusive, that is to address by its study programmes to all the
social categories with the potential to learn and develop through education, to include in these programmes
students who have not taken benefit from the higher education learning opportunities, young people or
adults willing to continue the studies, improve their training or be initiated in new areas of knowledge. In
the new metamorphosis, university must also be responsive, therefore to respond to the societal needs, to
assume an active and reactive role in relation with diverse population categories and with their diverse
needs, being this way a key-factor in achieving social cohesion, in education and development in the spirit
of knowledge, qualification, competitiveness and performance. In the area of institutions able to develop
lifelong learning, universities rank the first, since they offer research-based higher education.
As for the participation rates in the higher education, Europe is not too well situated as compared
with other world regions. Therefore, one of the reform major objectives is widening access to higher
education, its opening to more social categories and areas. This widening must be understood not as
integrating less qualified students, as a lowering of the quality standards for favouring everybody’s access,
but as a support for all with the potential to take advantage from the access to the higher education, who
can bring benefits to society. Having in view the increasingly broad range of learners, their diverse
motivations and interests, the university offer must refer, on one hand, to programmes for professional
development adapted to a fast-changing labour market and, on the other, to the growing need for personal
development opportunities through cultural university offer.
The transformation of the academic institutions in inclusive and responsive universities, open to
the societal needs, is a process included in the European higher education reform evolutions, in the spirit of
quality, performance, competitiveness in education and research. Within this process, lifelong learning has
a double mission: to offer a wider range of educational services to the new candidates or to those willing to
continue their study experiences and to ensure the continuity of the learning opportunities during the entire
life. For universities, widening the social access to the lifelong learning programmes becomes, in these
conditions, a priority. The establishment of systems for fair assessment and validation of all forms of prior
learning, the achievement of relevant, creative and innovative educational programmes are also priorities of
lifelong learning. For reaching the goal of an extended access to wider social areas with a learning
potential, universities must reinforce dialogue with society more broadly than until now. The employers
and employee organisations, parents and students are categories with a special relevance to the higher
education and lifelong learning institutions. One of the most appropriate and effective ways in achieving
this aim are the partnerships, especially those at the local level, where individual and social needs are better
defined and expressed.
In the Charter, the European universities take ten commitments for lifelong learning development,
as a “decalogue” of the higher education reform. Universities commit to: 1. Embedding concepts of
widening access and lifelong learning in their institutional strategies; 2. Providing education and learning to
a diversified student population; 3. Adapting study programmes to ensure that they are designed to widen
participation and attract returning adult learners; 4. Providing appropriate guidance and counselling
services; 5. Recognising prior learning; 6. Embracing lifelong learning in quality culture; 7. Strengthening
the relationship between research, teaching and innovation in a perspective of lifelong learning; 8.
Consolidating reforms to promote a flexible and creative learning environment for all students; 9.
Developing partnerships at local, regional, national and international level to provide attractive and relevant
programmes; 10. Acting as role models of lifelong learning institutions.

Each of these commitments is sustained in the Charter by a series of arguments. Starting with the
first one, universities must understand the opportunity to develop lifelong learning as a central element of
their mission and strategy and as part of a wider definition of excellence (1). European universities must
respond to the increasingly diverse demand from a broad spectrum of students for high quality and relevant
higher education throughout their lifetime. This public includes post secondary students, adult learners,
professionals who seek to up-grade skills for the workplace, senior citizens with cultural interests and
others. Diversification of the student categories and of the education forms is an important premise in the
achievement of a culture of success and innovation in institutions and society. A challenge addressed to
universities is to create the conditions for interaction among the diverse student categories within a
supportive mutual learning environment (2). For all the possible learners to access and succeed in higher
education in all its different forms, flexible and transparent learning paths are necessary. Universities have
also the responsibility to ensure their educational offer high quality. In the conditions of the learner needs
diversity, universities – which have an important role in promoting widening participation and continuing
education – have the responsibility to adapt their programmes and ensure the development of appropriate
outcomes in a learner-centred perspective (3). Universities must offer all the students – of all ages and from
all the social and cultural environments – relevant academic and professional guidance, as well as other
psychological counselling (4). It is very important for the universities to create systems to assess and
recognise all forms of prior learning, in order to ensure the access of all with the potential to benefit from
higher education provision. This is essential in the context of lifelong learning in the globalisation era,
when knowledge is acquired in many different forms and places (5). Europe’s universities have taken
important steps in developing internal quality culture, assuming prime responsibility for the quality of their
provision. This process has to adapt to an evolving framework for lifelong learning in order to ensure the
provision of appropriate support services for an increasing number of more diverse learners (6).
Universities’ research and innovation missions can be strengthened through lifelong learning strategies,
while universities’ specific contribution to lifelong learning must be sustained by research. A good example
of lifelong learners are researchers, whose own educational needs are continually evolving, also taking
account of the changing skills required by the labour market. At the same time, lifelong learning can be a
source of new research methodologies and topics (7). Universities need to exploit the potential of the
reform processes and their tools (ECTS, Diploma Supplement, European Standards and Guidelines for
Quality Assurance, Qualifications Frameworks etc.) to enhance the development of a creative lifelong
learning environment, open to a more diverse population of learners. The full integration of lifelong
learning in the mission of universities is essential to develop the creativity and innovation profiles of
institutions (8). Institutions cannot provide on their own a relevant educational offer in a lifelong learning
context. They need partnerships for a flexible and innovative offer to meet the society needs. The
partnerships can be done with a range of other educational institutions, employers, employees’
organisations (trade unions) and other stakeholders (9). Providers of higher education and research,
universities are also major employers. Therefore they have the potential to act as role models in society by
offering lifelong learning opportunities for their own employees – academic, administrative, technical and
auxiliary staff. Universities must also be key actors in promoting coherent policy development in national
systems (10).
For these commitments to become reality, governments and regional partners must take concerted
actions in providing appropriate legal environments and funding. That is why the Charter provides ten more
commitments which governments should assume in order to create suitable environments for universities to
develop their contribution to lifelong learning. Here are the commitments universities expect from
governments: 1. Recognising the university contribution to lifelong learning as a major benefit to
individuals and society; 2. Promoting social equity and an inclusive learning society; 3. Including lifelong
learning objectives in the missions and work of national QA agencies and systems; 4. Supporting the
development of appropriate guidance and counselling services; 5. Recognising prior learning; 6. Removing
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specific legal obstacles that prevent many potential learners from returning to higher education; 7. Ensuring
autonomy and developing incentives for lifelong learning universities; 8. Encouraging partnerships at
regional level with local authorities, employers and agencies; 9. Informing and encouraging citizens to take
advantage of lifelong learning opportunities offered by universities; 10. Acting as role models of lifelong
learning institutions.
As for the second “decalogue”, the Charter also brings a series of arguments and essential
explanations for each of the designed commitments, expected to be assumed by European governments.
Accordingly, governments have the responsibility to ensure that universities are valued for their
contribution to lifelong learning, which must not be understood as a minor addition to the roles of higher
education institutions (1). Governments must make efforts to ensure that lifelong learning is valued by
individuals, public and private employers and other actors, and that a culture of learning throughout life is
seen as a common societal goal. Citizens need information on accessing lifelong learning educational
opportunities, and universities need support to ensure that such opportunities are accessible to all who have
the potential to benefit from higher education any time in their life (2). Attention to issues of lifelong
learning in quality assurance processes is necessary to ensure that lifelong learning is recognised as a
national priority (3). Professional academic guidance, careers advice are essential for all learners, but
particularly for those exposed to the risk of failing to complete higher education programmes, who do not
benefit of support. Such services are important for the students of all ages, from all the social and cultural
environments (4). Governments have the responsibility to support and motivate institutions in recognising
all forms of prior learning. This can be facilitated through the provision of appropriate incentives to
institutions and by full integration of prior learning in qualifications frameworks (5). Governments must
remove the systemic obstacles that discourage many potential learners from taking advantage of lifelong
learning opportunities. These obstacles refer to: social security rights, precariousness of employment rights,
lack of financial support for lifelong learning and loss of pension contributions during periods of study (6).
Governments have the responsibility to ensure that universities have sufficient autonomy, but also
sufficient incentives to be rewarded for developing this key mission. Such a framework of autonomy and
incentives strongly influences the progress in developing lifelong learning provision (7). Regional
partnerships with higher education institutions and social partners need to be developed, since they are vital
to the successful planning and delivery of lifelong learning educational services (8). An essential aspect of
the implementation of national lifelong learning strategy, governments have a special responsibility to
ensure that citizens are informed on the diverse opportunities of university based lifelong learning
provision (9). Like universities, governments can set standards in society by acting as role models for the
policies they develop. Governments must ensure that public sector employees are encouraged to benefit
from the lifelong learning opportunities offered by universities and other providers (10).
3. The importance of lifelong learning for the knowledge society
A recent EUA publication, European Universities’ Charter on Lifelong Learning represents a
major contribution to the higher education reform process in Europe. It is an essential document for the
continuation of the education reform, which offers a coherent perspective on lifelong learning and draws
the fundamental evolution directions of this process for the years to come. The Charter succeeds in bringing
together the most important lifelong learning issues and integrating them in a systematic essential approach
which, from now on, will form the basis of the European evolutions in this area.
The lifelong learning idea generates a change of philosophy in the concept of learning. The
development of the lifelong learning notion and process determines a revolution in the idea of university
and post-university education. A remark should be made in this point: the fact that learning is a permanent
necessity of the human being affirms a truth well known from the ancient periods of thinking, from the
Greek philosophers to the present moment. Therefore the idea is not new in itself, since it translates an

eternal truth of the human being, whose existence – according to Descartes – is defined by two fundamental
attributes: doubt and thinking. New is the recovery of this idea in a system of thinking, its promotion as an
essential need of the individuals and of the society, confronted with unprecedented challenges. The lifelong
learning reform in Europe, having at the centre of its philosophy the human need to learn throughout the
lifetime, makes an essential movement from idea to action, from a generally accepted truth to a complex
process, in a coherent, open to the future conceptual and administrative context.
The lifelong learning concept brings a new perspective upon the mission of university as higher
education institution, addressing, in a pyramidal hierarchy, to elites. In a period of tough competition at a
world scale, in the context of a fast globalisation process, knowledge becomes a priority for all nations,
since it provides the force that generates change, competitiveness and prosperity. The knowledge society is
to be achieved through education and research, in modern higher education institutions able to enhance
quality, excellence and performance, to respond to the economic and societal challenges. In this context,
the 21st century university must change itself and become an inclusive and responsive institution able to
address to a diverse student population and to actively respond to the changing needs of society. In the new
condition, in the spirit of widening access to education, the inclusive and responsive university opens its
educational provision to all the social categories with the potential to learn and to take benefit from
learning. The two attributes of university, inclusive and responsive, enhanced in its adaptation process to
the society demands, are fundamental elements for the lifelong learning achievement. The lifelong learning
idea extends the university mission on three dimensions: social, temporal and spatial. In the first situation,
university educational provision addresses to a more diversified population, to all those who haven’t
accessed higher education or to the persons willing to continue their education and training on an existing
educational background. Secondly, the university learning provision exceeds the traditional student age and
practically abolishes the temporal limits as regards its targeted population, particularly focusing on the 30
to 50 groups, but addressing to younger or older students as well. In the third case, through the prior
learning recognition, through the Bologna processes and tools – mobility, ECTS, Diploma Supplement,
European Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance, Qualifications Frameworks etc. –, the personal
educational experiences, irrespective of the place where they have been achieved, are recognised and
integrated in the student academic education.
Widening social access, inclusive and responsive universities, many and diverse education offers,
in relation with the student population diversity, within the lifelong learning process, all these innovations
must not be equated – according to some fears expressed across Europe – with lowering quality in
university education. Through its very philosophy – to respond to the social and economic needs and to
take part in the creation of the knowledge society – the lifelong learning process associates itself with the
idea of quality in education and training in the sense of competence, competitiveness and performance. In
this context, universities remain the key institutions in the lifelong learning area, which can ensure, by their
mission, a substantial, flexible and pragmatic education, according to all the higher education quality
standards, engaged, through the Bologna Process, in changing Europe into “the most competitive
knowledge-based economy in the world”.
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Abstract: In this paper is presented the evaluation framework of professional development in the
mechanical engineering field oriented on economical education (Metrology, Quality Control and
Organization Logistics) realized under the project „Filière Euro Qualité Logistique des Organisations”,
acronym EURO-QLIO. The project ensures the quality of the education process and is responding to the
work market internationalization through the transversal competences, fulfilled by of international
partnership development, educational process internationalization and virtual campus implementation.
Thus the educational platform is based on two important components, namely: establishment of a virtual
campus and issuance of a diploma with triple recognition. The partnership is ensured by the involvement of
three universities: "Henri Poincaré" University of Nancy, France, the project coordinator, "Politehnica"
University of Bucharest”, Romania, and "Angel Kanchev" of Rouse, Bulgaria. As interface with the
industry in the EURO-QLIO consortium is “SC Marco & Alex InstalaŃii Frig SRL” Enterprise.
1. INTRODUCTION
Diversity is the foundation of mutual learning system and in the same time a challenge for defining
quality transparency of the education and professional development systems. Academical system for
professional education and development in the mechanical engineering field covers a a diversity of
programmes which lead to a wide area of qualifications and competencies. This extremely important aspect
leads to a growing mutual trust and mobility support. ERASMUS project, code 134395-LLP-1-2007-1-FRERASMUS-EVC entitled „Filière Euro Qualité Logistique des Organisations”, acronym EURO – QLIO,
was created to support this effort of creating a virtual campus by using certain instruments and devices of
the Communicatuon and Information Technology at an European level (TICE). The project`s target is
creating long distance platforms of education and multimedia modules for establishing a long distance mixt
pedagogy on a colaboration platform and by being present by establishing group meetings. The formations`
assembly shall be coordinated by pedagogical teams constituted of university professors from three
different countries: France, Romania and Bulgaria.

This article presents evaluation methods for measuring the competencies implemented by EURO –
QLIO project. Establishing a new specialization on the border between engineering and economy based on
organizational quality an logistics elements. Quality is „the ensemble of characteristics of an entity, which
confers it the ability of satisfying the expressed or implicit needs” [SR ISO 8402:1995]. A similar
definition is given by ISO standard 9000:2000 which defines quality as „the apportion of an intrinsic
characteristics ensemble in fulfilling the requests/needs”. Quality is characterized by: not being self
stagnant, it exists only in relation to the beneficiary`s needs; it epresses itself through an esemble of
characteristocs; is a continuous variable and not discreet; it must satisfy not only the expressed needs but
also the implicit ones.
Due to the fact that quality can be seen from different points of view, we intend to attract specialists
from different engineering fields: freezing technique, termical energy production, internal aeration
machines, machine organs, biomechanics and mecatronics, to approach quality into a stable specialization.
This shall be ensured by collaborating with specialists from France (Henry Poincare University) and
specialists from Bulgaria (Anghel Kancev University) members of the said project. As any mechanical
engineering specialization should be deeply anchored in the industrial life in order to ensure the interface
between the participant universities and industry, specialists from Marco & Alex InstalaŃii Frig Company
shall take part at the consortium of the EURO-QLIO programme. The evaluatiuon and re-evaluation
process of this specialization is a continuous process and therefore we intend to attract as many new
industrial partners as possible.
2. BRIEF PRESENTATION OF EURO-QLIO PROJECT
In February 2006, on the initiative of the Head of Metrology, Control and Quality, Mr. Prof. Dr. Ing.
Jean-Philippe Jehl and Ass.Prof. dr.ing. Poubady Ramany Bala, Department responsible of the mission,
both on behalf of Henri Poincaré University, Nancy I, together with Prof. dr.ing. Gheorghe Popescu on
behalf of Politehnica University of Bucharest established to develop the already exiting Partnership
claboration between the two universities in order to formatting specialists in the Metrology,Control and
Quality field with a diploma bilaterally accredited.
The projects is based on the new paradigm of the informational society by integrating the objectives of
long-term development such as: equal chances, social justice, ecological protection, freedom of movement,
cultural diversity and inovative development, reorganization of industry and business environment. By
aplying these dezideratums we shall create a new waive for developing human civilisation based on wide
access to information, by creating a new working manner, evaluation/exploitation of knowledge therefore
amplifying the economical globalization and growing social cohesion. The project`s technical support is
based on the convergency of three sectors: technology of information and communication and production
of digital content.
The EURO-QLIO project is part of the “eEurope – An informational society for everyone” initiative,
appreciated to be a new political direction, which guarantees the next generations of the European Union
(EU) to fully take advantage of the evolutions provided by the informational society. „eEurope - An
informational society for everyone” was presented on the special reunion of the Extraordinary European
Council of the European Community from Lisbone which took place on March 23rd-24th 2000 and was
adopted as an action plan (Feira, 2000), and actualized in 2002, at Seville through the strategic document
“eEurope2005 - An informational society for everyone”. By initiating “eEurope” project EU has
established a strategic objective until 2010 intending to become the most competitive and the most dinamic
economy based on world knowledge, capable to ensure a sustained economical development/growth, by
providing new and better jobs and with the best social cohesion” (Europe`s Council, Lisbon, March 2000)
by implementing digital technologies in Europe and by establishing and ensuring all the necessary
competencies for using them on a large scale.
This project is intended to create a new virtual universitary campus oriented on a complete formation
cycle: licence, masters and doctorate. After passing through different studying levels, the obtained
diplomas are to be accredited by partners (double or triple accredited diplomas). Thus all specific features
of education on national level are removed by a virtual mobility ensured by participating students and
professors. It is obvious that all these shall lead to the integration of software systems inside all education
systems of all parteners of this project. The virtual campus integrates a strong feature specific to TICE
(educational long-distance platforms including multimedia modules) instruments and tools, and allows
using a mixed pedagogical method: classic education as well as interactive education offering the
possibility to regroup students in a flexible manner. Each student group created on a national level shall
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have its own tutor/trustee who shall supervise all students` evolution on professional and psychoeducational level
The applicative practice shall be performed either inside industrial units with a similar profile
(industrial logistics) or inside partner universities, by transferring software programmes for the aplications
etc..
3. EURO-QLIO PROPOSES A NEW SPECIALIZATION
IN THE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING FIELD
Quality, as any other specialization, is addressed to a certain special industry field. All specialists of
this field may be sort of detached of those performing production projection and systems. This is due to the
special regime given by quality. Thus all quality specialists have an independent regime as subordinates
(they need a certain independence towards the management) inside a company and regarding production
matters. At the same time, it is true that the production process requires technical methods and solutions to
be applied in order to limit/diminish the number of wastes, by involving measurement and static control
systems. This fact produces benefic effects in a company by cutting/reducing necessary costs. All
managers of an organisation/company very well know all advantages created by implementing quality
management, but they are difficult to be understood by a mechanical engineer. Therefore, in order to avoid
being a constraining factor, a quality specialist needs to own a extra certain preparation in the economical
field, apart from his education in the mechanical engineering field. These two competenecies shall allow
the quality specialist to provide clear organizational and re-organizational production solutions, thus
becoming a viable partner of the company`s management. In order to fulfill all these, the graduate of the
new specialisation needs have an economical education.
The EURO-QLIO graduate has a complex education, on the border between engineering and economy,
with the following competencies:
• he is familiar with the basic scientific knowledge and he is able to expand his horizon by studying,
he is highly competent in one or more scientific fields;
• he can easily adapt to research activities – development, he assimilates new knowledge by
researching, he knows the meaning of team work in order to achieve a goal using a methodical
manner;
• he is highly competent in carrying out projection/designing activities in order to add a new value
based on predefined requests and desires;
• he is familiar with systemic methodologies of scientific approach for problem engineering,
characterized by using theories, methods as well as coherent interpretations in an adequated
manner, he has a critical attitude and a large perspective on science and technology;
• he is highly competent in cooperating and communicating, and capable of working with other
specialists, he has or may develop leadership qualities and has good communication skills in his
relationship with his colleagues and his opponents;
• he owns basic intellectual qualities, being highly competent to motivate, reflect and elaborate valid
analysis fully aware of the arguments provided, abilities learnt or/and perfected by discipline,
applicable in a generic manner;
• he has a deep sense of temporal and social context, as science and technology do not develop
independent of the social environment, being connected with it as well as with the temporat
conditions, judgments and methods addopted and the decisions addopted in the technological and
scientific field produce concequences over the time.
Analyzing a graduate`s competencies misses an indicative factor of their level of performance. Taking
into account the particulat context of these aspects, we have accepted a four dimensions indicator to reflect
each participat`s level which allow us to correctly appreciate and introduce each graduate in society,
instead of using an overfulfilled indicator. These four dimensions are:
• the analytical dimension which appears when performing a phenomenon clasification activity,
systems` or problems` clasification activity, in different phenomena classes or laws aiming to
produce a certain intention;
• the synthetizing level establishes each graduate`s capacity to integrate more elements into a
coherent scientific structure which serves the fulfillment of a certain goal, resulting a product, a
theory, an interpretation or a model;

the levels of abstraction represent the procedure through which a theory, a model or a sentence is
taken to a higher level of generalisation, with the purpose of making it applicable to solving
certain issues from certain fields;
• the objectifying level means applying a general point of view in a certain situation or particular
case, it being bigger when such problem involves more aspects.
The EURO-QLIO project`s complex multinational feature, which involves three universities coming
from different heterogeous environments, evaluation represents a complex activity, absolutely necessary for
defining the graduate`s level and especially quality of assimilation during the educational process and
determining the graduate`s competencies at the end of the educational process.
The evaluation system of the students` scientific and professional performances involves an ensemble
of methods, forms, types and criteria of evaluation and appreciation. In order to obtain a double and
respectivelly a triple acreditted diploma acknowledged by the organs of each state, this ensemble of
methods has to satisfy the different requests of each state`s member of this project. Therefore all of these
requests nedd to be strictly fulfilled. For example, in France, in order to obtain a licence, the applicative
practice is performed at the end of the educational process (after 5 semesters), for 8 weeks. In Romania, the
University of Mechanical and Mecatronic Engineering the applicative practice is performed at the end of
every two semestres for two weeks. According to the aforementioned principle, the EURO-QLIO students
have to perform a two weeks applicative practice at the end of each two semestres in the first two years and
an eight weeks applicative practice in the next year.
Furthermore, the students` professional-scientific performances are an essential feature of the
curricular management being part of the coherent and interdependent succession of the main actions which
form the educational process cycle, of projection – teaching – evaluation cycle. As a qualitative feature, the
students` evaluation of scientific-professional performances is an integrated part of the pedagogycal
evaluation system of the educational processes and structures as the students` evaluation results is an
information source for evaluating and re-evaluating of the curricum, the professors` teaching manner, the
relevance of the supporting materials, the efficiency of the educational process and last but not the least of
the academical structures` functionality. The evaluation results of the students` professional-scientific
performances have to be integrated in the collegial procedures of analyze, of surveillance and periodic
evaluation of the educational programmes and professors as they represent a synthetic indicator of the
learning results.
4. QUALITY EVALUATION OF THE EURO-QLIO
PROJECT EDUCATION PROCESS
Herein, we shall make a reference to the evaluation methods describing the procedures, techniques and
instruments for verifying the EURO-QLIO students` level and quality of knowledge/preparation and for
receiving all the necessary information for determining the grades/qualificatives which certify and
officialize this level. The evaluation/verification methods together with the teaching and learning ones are
part of the teaching process. The evaluation methods may be different depending on the procedures,
techniques used and on the examination forms they are integrated in. The evaluation methods may be as
follows:
• Oral examination – free representation, evaluation conversation, oral examination of the student,
the interview – they are all difficult to initiate in the virtual campus though lately the information
technology and especially voice over IP type techniques have considerably reduced the
consumption of resources.
• Written examination – the theme and verification data can be published on the page of the course,
and the material accomplished by the student can be uploaded on the same page by conditioning
the access to be configurated in such manner that only the proffessor shall have access to see and
download them. The evaluation instruments and tools are as follows: essays, medium and long
term projects, written studies, current written studies (in the seminaries), final evaluation written
studies (in the examination session), evaluation questionnaries, report papers, portfolios etc..
• Applicative examination – consists of applicative studies and laboratory practice, projects,
observing and analyzing practical activities carried out by students. This type of verification can
not be implemented for the virtual campus, therefore we shall use classical teaching and
verification method within the new method, with the advantaje of permitting a flexible working
programme, teaching and performing the applicative studies.
•
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Tests or knowledge tests, hand-written or electronically (on line). This evaluation method has been
one of the first methods initiated for long-distance learning platform. The advantage of using elearning platforms is the usage of alternative evaluation possibility: true-false, equivalence,
multiple selection, completion and short answers.
The evaluation types are defined in accordance with its objectives, within the discipline, with its
functions/effects produced in the teaching-studying-evaluation process, with its frequence and at the time
of performing them. There are three types of evaluations: initial evaluation, continuous evaluation
(formative) and final evaluation (summative).
The initial evaluation can be performed at the beginning of a studying process with its scope to:
• Establish the knowledge level and the capacities previously obtained, in order to buid a solid base
necessary for digesting new knowledge and capacities. The advantage offered by EURO-QLIO is
the possibility of readapting the teaching methods for each separate individual, for a discipline and
also for an entire workpackage. In case of tracking down lacks of knowledge or in case of
requiring profound study, we can offer the student an entire alternative educational chain.
Personnal development is not punctually evaluated but in a continuous manner thus obtaining a
real evaluation.
• Collect necessary information for projecting a new stage in the educational process, including the
intercalation of recovering sequences or putting knowledge up-to-date, in order to prevent the
storage of gaps/deficiencies and to ensure a continuous learning process on a global level.
• Evaluate the most important initial points for making an educational progress, by comparing it
with the initial indicators, the final ones, and the dynamics indicators for the educational process.
Continuous evaluation is performed during the learning period, being periodically tested in writing and
orally, applicative studies and laboratory studies, report papers, projects and many more. Thus the teaches
gets an operative feed-back, to improve the educational process and is concentrated on the next level of this
process. The continuous evaluation allows informing students on the educational level they have reached
and prevents failure at the final examinations.
The final evaluation, also called summative, is performed at the end of a compact studying period,
respectivelly at the end of the studying period of the respective discipline (usually the semester), at the end
of the universitary year (performed on the assemply of the studying disciplines), at the end of a studying
programme. The final evaluation shall be performed with exams planned during the examination sessions,
with the final exams at the completion of a studying programme, and with complex investigations and
analyses regarding the final result of the studying process.
The evaluation criteria are intended to ensure a direct relation between the performance levels of the
students and the evaluation level appointed by grades or qualificatives and by resolution of the qualificative
system in order to obtain an objective element to compare the grades collected at different disciplines, for
different students, at different evaluation forms and/or by different professors. These evaluation criteria are
decided by a coordination group for the pedagogycal activites of the EURO-QLIO project, taking into
consideration the specific features of each country.
In order to provide a high quality, the EURO-QLIO project intends to use ISO 10006:2003 international
standard as an instrument which has a guiding role, for ensuring projects` quality management. It presents
in general lines the principles and practices of quality management, whose implementation is important in
achieving the objectives regarding projects quality, with a particulary impact on the the project
undergoing.This standard has an additional guidence role in relation to ISO 9904:2004. Also, total quality
management (Total Quality Management- TQM) develops, creates, extends and incorporates a quality
culture, through which the objective of every single member of the organization is satisfying the
requirements of the beneficiaries, which are sovereigns. It is known that the beneficiaries of the education
process are:
-primary beneficiaries: students
-secondary beneficiaries: parents and employers
-tertiary beneficiaries: the labor market, public institutions and society
-internal beneficiaries: the didactic and administrative staff
The EURO QLIO project aims to offer all of these beneficiaries what they want, when they want, and
how they want. This involves adopting to the changes in expectations of beneficiaries and the practice of
creating products and services that reach and exceed expectations. In the case of primary beneficiaries, they
desire an education process easy to go over, with a minimum effort, but which can form them at the highest
level possible, that can allow them to integrate rapidly in the labor market. In the case of secundary
•

beneficiaries, employers ocupie a special place.They are the ones who absorb the product of education, the
ones that determine the necessary training, because they are the ones in need of graduates who have cartain
skills and competences.They can also determine the maximum level or minimum level of training and are
the ones that can directly influence the labour market. For this reason employers must be attracted into the
project both to finance the preparation of graduates and to ensure themselves about the level of
training,skills and competences desired. Another important factor is composed of the advisory role,
because the learning process is a living one,dynamic, that can be influenced by students (quality and
quantity), employers (competences and abilities), government (legislative framework and social
framework),society (popularity and ethics).Otherwise it is recognized that perceptions and expectations are
changeable, sometimes capricious and therefore organizations must find ways to maintain contact with
beneficiaries,to be able to respond to their modifications of tastes, needs and desires.
An important role in the education process is the ’’raw material’’.Education can be regarded as a
production line through the ’’supply of the well prepared human resource’’.However, it must be taken into
consideration that for a product to be subject of the quality assurance process, the manufacturer has the
obligation to identify, to comply with the requirements and to select suppliers.Thus the link between higher
education and pre-universitary needs to be strengthened.Therefore, within the finaincing there are
organized ’’open days” at the Faculty of of Mechanical Engineering and Mechatronics to attract high
school graduates into the project.This is not enough though.We believe it is important to have a permanent
contact with high schools so we can be in touch with the preparation of high school students and organize
activities for adjusting and correcting the pre-competences needed by the high technical education.
’’Raw material” must go through, in the educational process a series of predetermined starndard
processes with clear specifications, after an initial selection process has benn made.With EURO QLIO this
aspect is not applicable to students.To obtain quality ’’final products”, courses must be organized that are
intended to correct the existing deficiencies due to the lack of a selection process, and the education process
must become more efficient.Often, it is impossible to produce stundents at a imposed standard, because the
education process involves an interaction between the knowledge provider and the receivers.This can not
be removed because there is no initial selection process,and in consequence the final products of the
education process can be unsuccesful. Also, the components of the education process may be designed
wrong,without respecting specifications.For example, obtaining a low report between the number of
students and the number of teachers assumes low efficiency conditions, and therefore, cost control is also a
concern of quality management.
We can look at the education process as a service.Poor quality of services is due to the work of the
employees and due to their atitude, that is indifference, lack of training or interest.This aspect can be
corrected by motivation, professional development and satisfying the work teams needs.By bringing
economic agents into the project the demands of the secondary beneficiaries and offer will increase.But the
most important aspect consists of creating a direct and permanent contact with the consumer, making a
close relationship between supplier and consumer.Professional development is achieved through teamwork
and mobility.Teams at EURO-QLIO,are joint teams composed of teachers that come from the tthree
member countries: Romania, France and Bulgaria.The good practices exchange, knowledge transfer,
imposing a particular way of teaching to ensure the quality level demanded, all of these lead to a good
professional development of future specialists in the field.
Another important factor in the education process is time, because any process involving knowledge
transfer, obtaining skills and habits is made in a pre-scheduled time interval, and this thing is as important
as its specific characteristics.Moreover, all courses and educational activities are being consumed in the
same time with providing them, during a long period of time, quality control or inspections coming always
late.Increasing personnel, interaction with students and employers provide an answer, and an evaluation in
a shorter period of time, thus making the main, but not the only way to appreciate the level of the
beneficiaries satisfaction.
5.CONCLUSIONS
The Erasmus EURO-QLIO project supports the assurance of quality in the education process and
responds to the internationalization demands of the labour market by implementing the transversal
competences, due to the realization of transnational tematical connection, through the internalization of the
educational process, by creatin a virtual campus and by creating a partnership that includes the demandindustrial partners, and offer-universities.
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Abstract
Purpose:
This paper is an overview of the globalization and its interaction with the corporate and
state governance, viewed as a transition from a system economy towards a network
economy and then towards the world economy integration. Globalization is presented
as a result of the American hegemony, a social and technical revolution of imposing
‘universal’ solutions to the economy’s problems due to favouring multinational firms and
most developed countries, challenging at the same time the Nation State’s powers.
Design/ Methodology/ Approach:
Following a review of literature reflecting the critical driving forces behind globalization,
the state and the corporate governance reorganization.multidimensional methodology
to be applied to state and corporate strategies in order to enhance their stakeholders’
value sphere. Also, content analysis and collection of documentary evidence sustain
the study and are backing the literature review.
Findings:
It seems more relevant to look at the state and corporate powers simultaneously for an
interactive involvement in putting together a common methodology of working for the
individual and society.
For a more objective and effective sustainable solution, it becomes necessary to create
new economic regions with transparency and predictability in their process of
integration.
Implications:
The study suggests a better solution in further developing the concept of
‘globalization’, such as placing it into a bi-dimensional perspective of causes and
effects, together with a formulation of a multilateral link between the way this concept is
defined and its practical implications in relation to the individual.
Originality/ Value:
This paper addresses the demand for the changing nature of a more traditional state
interacting with the global markets and today’s challenges for such an interaction.
Key Words: Globalisation, strategy, multinationals, Nation State, regionalism
1
Introduction – Tracking down the globalisation notion
While very present in today’s’ existence, the ‘globalisation’ concept remains ambiguous
due to its various definitions, but also because until now there is no delimitation with
regard to which field of scientific research the term is associated to. And perhaps, due
to the lack of a viable universal belonging of the concept we have encountered
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contradictory reactions which raise a large spectrum of feelings; from trust and
optimism for the formation of a new world economy towards street raids and
organizational conflicts.
Globalisation is predisposed to multiple meanings and dimensions of which at least one
economic/financial, one cultural, one political, one social, and a technological one, but
the recognition of its economic origin as primordial has been always debatable. The
concept was launched in the economic arena in the 1960’s by Theodore Levitt, yet only
after 1980’s in America, among the most well-known business schools such as
Harvard, Columbia, Stanford. The ‘global’ concept was spread also through specialized
works such as the ones of Ohmae and Porter and was written in the spirit of neoliberalism, which promoted the free trade among the world states. According to some
authors the neo-liberalism was the main cause that triggered the globalisation
(Luubers, Koorevaar, 1998). Robertson (1990), saw the course of globalisation as
multi-dimensional, while Giddens (1990) locates the logic of globalisation as having
interlocking ‘institutional dimensions’. The five main elements here are capitalism, the
inter-state system, militarism and industrialism.
Many studies dedicated to the concept of globalisation release the remark of intense
interdependence/ interconnectedness/ interactions/ integration across borders/ states
(as per statistics related to foreign trade exchanges or to foreign direct investment
(FDI)), yet there are consistent differences to be noticed among its definitions. Thus,
some discuss about an era of global competition played on a global market. Others
stress the liberalisation role of capital movement, taking globalisation as a new stage of
the capital internationalization. There is also the creation of the new geopolitics as
result of the neo-liberalism wining over political trends and which externalize the state
policies at global scale. Even the behaviour of the main institutional players changed
drastically. Thus the Nation State, the transnational/ multinational corporations
(TNCs/MNCs), the non-governmental organizations (NGO), the small and medium
sized enterprises (SMEs) and ultimately the individual and the family modified their
reaction to the global strategy.
Eventually, one can notice the people’s cohesion to issues of global interest such as
the negative impact of pollution, global heating and diminishing the Earth’s natural
resources due to industrialization. It appears also the opinion that globalisation is a
result of contemporary trends and it is a kind of continuous adaptation and change of
the way things are run. In this respect, through globalisation one can understand the
internationalization of production, the harmonisation of the customer’s tastes and
standards of quality, a higher mobility of capital, liberalisation, deregulation,
technological revolution and new information channels, the tendencies of drafting a
new culture worldwide and the erosion of the Nation State (Laxer, 1995). According to
Mittelman (1994), globalisation as a phenomenon is characterised by: spatial
reorganisation of production, industrial inter-correlation at global scale, financial
markets dissemination, standardized consumption products, conflicts between
immigrants and national communities and a global recognition of democratic principles.
The lack of a unitary acceptance of the term of globalisation is due to the difference
between mondialization (a French embraced terminology) and globalisation (an AngloSaxon literature exponent). In the French economic literature, mondialization has a
larger scope than globalisation, the last one being related to certain economic aspects
such as the globalisation of commercial trade, globalisation of firms’ activities, financial
globalisation; altogether globalisation being viewed as an intermediary step towards
mondialization through its main actor, the corporation.

2
Globalisation and Multinationals in dynamics
No matter the multitude of accepted terminologies, a strong change in the new world
economy order started with 1970s. It flourished then into the transition from
postmodernism towards post industrialism, while the Fordist production system based
on automatisation and economies of scale became redundant. Such a change did not
happen overnight. It was a consequence of the mutations produced by the industrial
era, which introduced through technological discoveries the first type of
homogenisation within some structurally different economies and societies. It is what
some authors call the two waves of the globalisation, the first one within1820-1914 and
the second one after 1960’s (Baldwin and Philippe, 1999). Beyond the riskiness of this
attempt to determine some historical stages of such an evolution, the globalisation
stays a phenomenon much more emphatic for the second part of the 20th century.
Obviously, the MNCs have an important role in the acceleration of the process in terms
of its spread and depth (Dunning, 1997). Due to the high degree of liberalisation of the
international economies and financial markets, these corporations raised more FDI,
moving faster capital around the world and expanding also their markets. Market
expansion meant revision of strategies in order to enhance the acceptance of a higher
degree of interdependence, path dependence (David, 2000) and integration of the
external markets they conquered at global level.
Apart from this and the globalisation of the competition as well, the MNCs migrated
towards the so-called global firms, acting now upon totally different principles then the
ones during the 1980s (e.g. strategic alliances, subcontracting, networking their
activities). Globalisation thus can be analysed from a historical perspective as the last
stage of the process of enlargement of the economic activities’ areas, which in a
paradoxical way does not multiply the markets but creates a single global unique
market. Due to all these tendencies, the world economy became structurally
interdependent, integrated, simply what we call a global economy.
2.1
The dynamics of the multinational economy versus the global economy
Beginning with Marx and Braudel, without forgetting about Smith and Ricardo, the fact
that the capitalist economy cannot develop itself on national ground became obvious.
Under the traditional view of the international economy, highly dynamic activities are
given priority, such as the foreign trade, which brought the term of high specialisation,
culminating in the “H.O.S.” model. Friedman (2000) viewed in his opinion that those
who specialize in a very narrow aspect of a problem, profession, technology or culture
have an important role in the accurate drawing of the serious and totally professional
view over the entire system.
The fact is that in various cultures and even as a recipe of successful stories of large
corporations, the picture is not always accepted as international standard of beauty
because of the exact details technically used. There is a huge difference between a
Picasso and a Constable, yet their details make the picture worthy, some of them are
very accurate, revealing the reality, others transform the reality through a deform
mirror. Both pictures may be worth a similar value to art specialists and nothing to a
hungry child from an African village. The issue becomes the need of specialists in
identifying the strong interactions and crossroads between different dimensions and
then to retranslate everything to the real world.
Coming back to the “H.O.S” model, the production factors were fixed by the model’s
hypothesis, bringing thus the comparative advantages and the Nation State in the
centre of the analysis. The explanation of the capital’s international mobility was
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reduced to the balance of payments. The economic analysis of the MNCs started to
develop only after 1960s, when the importance of production’ s outsourcing for foreign
direct investment (FDI) grew a lot mainly for a relatively small number of companies
originally from USA and U.K.
The message of the model of the “multinational economy” can be understood as a
cumulus of analyses that consider not only the international trade exchanges but also
the phenomenon of production multinationalization. Such an attempt could not have
been successful without introducing the hypothesis of the mobility of the production
factors, the development of Euromarkets for financing foreign investments, and last but
not least the workforce’ mobility, the one who bears the know-how, the technology and
the final touch.
The multinationalization stage was dominated though by the real economy mechanism
in the context of Neo-Keynesian or Soviet socialism. Events like the fall of the monetary
system established in Bretton Woods, the autonomous development of the capital
markets, the banks’ internationalization and the creation of new financial products
available all over the globe, the consequences of the debt crises, the progress of
telecommunication means, made the 1980s the years of the financial globalisation. The
globalisation term has origins in the financial world and serves to the identification of a
new development stage of the world economy as hegemony of the neo-liberal
concepts. Yet, globalisation should not be reduced to its financial dimension, as it is a
multidimensional and strongly combinatory characterised phenomenon. The dynamics
of globalisation may follow the same path as its previous stage. Just like the
multinationalization integrated the trade exchanges and the production outsourcing, the
globalisation puts together the financial operations with the FDI.
This combinatory dimension of this process has also a hierarchical character. To each
stage it is attributed a primary activity, whose output sets the norm for other economic
activities. It seems that the output of the financial operations in the full globalisation
process in the 1980s set the norm of value creation. Such a norm obviously is the one
aimed by all activities in the real economy, the one to which FDI and international trade
should belong to. This is also another way of distinguishing between the process of
multinationalisation and the one of globalisation.
Among other elements that make these two processes distinct there is also the fact
that the economic globalisation focuses in a relatively small number of countries, the
ones belonging to the “Triade” (USA, Europe, Japan) and little in the new industrialized
countries or emerging markets, mostly situated in South and East Asia.
While the multinationalization’s dynamics seems to go for a planetary expansion, the
one of globalisation is much tied up to a spatial aspect; it is more an intensive process
rather than an extensive one. However, the time dimension is crucial as it obliges its
players to rapidly react during negotiations, to choose the best opportunities when they
arise, just like the financial specialist who transfer funds 24 hours a day 7 days a week
from one market to another. From this point of view mergers and acquisitions (M&As),
as value added methods are preferred to green field investments. Why is that? It is
because such a method would shorten the reaction time to everything: instant
acquisition of market shares in higher paced economies, faster consumption, hence
new need for production, hence new profits. In other words, nowadays the white-collar
trump follows the principles of managing the portfolio of financial assets.
2.2. From Multinationals’ to Global firms’ governance

The leap towards the global firms made in 1980s had as starting point the last
paragraph’s key ideas. The integration of these economic phenomena led companies
to a new vision much broader than the previous one. These firms were the first to
rethink their market strategies to adapt to a global market competition, aiming at
applying global strategies, which regarded the market as a whole, and not as a
multitude of markets it is made of.
Until mid 1980s, the cross-border investments operators used a variety of strategies,
generally searching for: new raw materials, new markets for their products and lower
production costs through outsourcing. In contrast, global strategies have broader scope
and more characteristics, of which, one is the systematic use of the three above
mentioned search strategies alternatively or simultaneously. All these were at the base
of each decision the corporation had to make hereafter. Each decision now depends on
the degree of development of the company’s activities or the microeconomic
constraints, but moreover they hinge on the most advantageous location of the supply
and production sources, the cycle of the national and global markets.
Among the characteristics of the global strategy pursued by the “new style
multinational” corporation, we can mention first the “global vision of the markets and
the competition” (Dunning, 1988). The global activities and their correspondent areas of
business are the ones having a competitive position in one country which is strongly
affected by the competition from other countries and/ or the other way around (Porter,
1986) and eventually by their competitive position on the global market.
It seems the global corporation knows its rivals very well, its close competitors in the
world economy; competition itself lost its own secrecy and a global interdependence
emerged among all multinational firms within the same sector. Within this global
interdependence, the MNC behaves as a “global player” (Dunning, 1993), almost like in
the game theory. The more its economic performance and sometimes even its survival
is questioned, the deeper it gets into the game of creating new strategies to escape the
tough competition the other players of the global oligopoly use.
Technology becomes more and more important in the coordination of subsidiaries, FDI
and in managing the global firm in order to be able to develop world-class products and
services. Only by informational technology and flexible techniques of production, which
add value at the same time in various locations worldwide along an integrated
international value chain (Porter, 1985), a corporation can become regional or global.
Hence, the global firm is able to spot its most profitable business locations and
activities, benefiting of comparative/competitive advantages, good economic and
political risk handling.
The global firm has to develop its activities within a network system and outside it as
well, as network externalities. It has to organise its subsidiaries and green field
activities abroad into an integrated international network able to dialogue or integrate
itself with other global firms’ alliance networks.
During the era of MNCs, the firms’ strategy was mainly based on the access to the
local market through subsidiaries. Such subsidiaries had the disadvantage of paying
“rent” abroad and reflecting it on the selling price without being afraid of the external
competition due to protectionist policies or regulations. The global strategies are no
longer compatible with these protectionist policies or the ones focused on the internal
market dictated by the host country’s government. Their organisational structures
cannot function without the organic interconnections among each country’s subsidiaries
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belonging to the same group of companies. This new type of subsidiary has now a very
specialized production, which’s intermediary or final goods are totally committed to the
global market.
The MNCs’ participation to the transnational trend of M&A of companies grew by mid
1980s (UNCTAD, 1994) and thereafter in several waves. This is only one narrow side
of the corporate governance of global firms, which allows them to diversify their
businesses faster then any other mean in order to achieve higher efficiency in countries
or regions outside their original spectrum. Through M&As there is a continuous
increase of the firm’s market share at global level no matter the industry trend in some
countries or regions. Such activities take over the competitor’s production, narrowing
the competition at global level especially if the respective industry produces in excess
of the demand.
Mergers among MNCs not only became an immediate expression of their global
strategies, but also conferred a global character to competition, amplifying thus the
mutual inter-mix of the markets belonging to the Triade countries. The strategic
alliances between MNCs (mother companies) have progressed since 1980s to a similar
effect on the competition. They have facilitated the global networking between the
MNCs activities, reducing even more the anonymity of the competition and thinning out
the borders of oligopoly. The final effect of MNCs’ global strategies and governance is
to be found in a triple consequence, very important in the analysis of the economic
relationship between such firms and the Nation State, the ultimate guardian of the
public authorities which define the rules and the policies to be observed over a
particular territory. Such a triptych, called: global networking, global switching, global
focusing (Howells, Wod, 1993) expresses the global firms’ world networking in respect
with business and information search as result of the commuting and outsourcing of
production at global scale. Thus this triptych confirms the continuous prospecting of
MNCs for better markets for implanting their FDI and especially the core functions
(research and development, finance etc) (UNCTAD, 2005).
The criticism of this analysis is its narrow focus on only some of the largest
corporations in the world. The argument is partially accurate, if we take into account
that industrial MNCs which globalised their activities have profits exceeding some
country’s GDP or that they are nowadays a few hundreds of the total of 44500
recognised by U.N.O. (UNCTAD, 1997). Yet, at the microeconomic level for a firm, a
global strategy can only be applied temporarily and that firm can also return to its
previously practiced strategies or reformulate a new one. However, such an argument
losses is powers if we consider the macroeconomic view, which integrates all factors
which induced the globalisation of strategies and of other sectors apart from the
industrial ones, such as banking and services.
Although economies of scale still play an important role in the formulation of a TNCs’
strategies, nowadays, the new flexible techniques of production and communication
have prevailed for the global firms. The 1980s’ mark the end of the Fordist production
type and the new demand for customised products and services, always reigned by
fashion, creating thus a demand for smaller series and a flexible limited production
range. Global firms have introduced new technologies based on programmed and
flexible automatic machines, used by computerized remote control or special
telecommunication, creating thus room more for economies of scope rather than
economies of scale. Moreover, most advanced knowledge related to research and
development areas and specialized information became essential in global firms’

competitive advantage internationally, their coordination of networks and efficient
supply to the demands of the global customer.
In fact, the globalisation of the firms’ strategies and governance represents a reply to
the growing share services got in the economy. The weight of the services sector in the
GDP of most of the Triade countries exceeds two thirds; the FDI made were over 50%
in the service sector, while M&A activities within the service sector went over 60% of
total M&As (UNCTAD, 2005). Thus, we can notice the increased interest of industrial
MNCs to invest in the service sector. This is how we can explain the intensive M&A
activity across industries in the detriment of FDI (UNCTAD, 2003) and there, where
there is a tall demand for high technology (over 80% of a computer’s value is its
intangible value) and for multi-faceted modern services (Andreff, 1999) versus simple
services (hotelier or health sectors). Maybe the best terminology to use in such a
context would be that of industrialized services.
An electronic banking service is a good example of providing information about interest
rates, currency exchange rates all over the world and they became vital in today’s
banking activity and any activity. Such services require a high level of investments in
computers, software and satellite transmission to allow for rapid update of information
and its transmission worldwide. Another example is biotechnology as a relatively new
industry which comprises ancient specialized knowledge in biology with high-tech to
sort out some new flagella of globalisation such as the diminishing food resources,
biological viruses or incurable diseases etc. Other example of data transfers, directly
integrated in the production stage are more frequent in the industrial sector and they
always require a high level of investment in technology. The production of such high
technology goods and highly industrialized services is nowadays called the tertiaryindustrial complex, which calls for a global support and force of delivery, high
multimedia support and large databases and services obtained from the previous ones.
The vast majority of industrialized services are instantly transferable anywhere else in
the world, where they can be immediately reassembled in the productive, cognitive or
informational part of a subsidiary’s activity abroad. The international transfer of
industrialized services opens a multitude of technical opportunities for flexible
outsourcing of any productive activity in the most cost effective areas of the world.
Thus, the differences in the production costs of various locations on the globe tend to
disappear, creating a sort of homogeneity of the global productive processes.
3
The corporate governance and the Nation State tandem
It seems to be a very debatable subject, when we approach the relationship between
the global corporations and the Nation State. This started once MNCs were able to
control the world economy primarily because they treated it as a single global market or
an international pool of resources for them to use wherever and whenever they wanted.
In addition to this, global strategies have determined the isolation of the competitive
advantage of a firm from the natural and specific factors of production of each country
(Dunning, 1997) against the new configuration of the OLI parameters. The neoclassic
economists advance a vision beyond the relationship between the Nation State and the
global corporations. According to them we have experienced a transformation of the
Nation State’s role. This transformation is concerned with the actual fight for attracting
as much as possible FDI through the proliferation of special economic policies from the
Nation State to support the increase of the number and the types of incentives for the
TNCs/ MNCs.
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During the “multinational economy era”, these economists stated that the competition
among firms was for gaining the right to implant their investments abroad, while the
host state was imposing its own rules and restrictions in this respect (e.g. higher
taxation for MNCs versus the national firms).
Nowadays the global firms have overcome all these aspects. They have their own
bargain power; they can subordinate national states in certain situations (from what
taxation should be used to when to start or to stop a war). From the relationship MNCNation State many SMEs and/or the citizens can benefit or lose a lot, let alone an
entire educational system of a state or even a whole region.
In fact, one can conclude in this respect that global firms have emancipated
themselves against the Nation State, being able to transgress any economical and
political dimension as a variable easy to manipulate, compared to more rigid factors
such as fixed capital and unrecoverable costs or work force and its social costs.
The neoclassic economists promote the image of a ‘footloose’ firm with absolute
freedom of movement of its productive activities. Yet, this idea is only partially true, as
the competition thrives now among the weak Nation States to bring in investments,
especially the new accession countries to the European Union and the states from East
and South Asia. These countries will fight therefore for obtaining as much investment
as possible from almost anywhere. The context however is unfavourable to smaller
states, as the flow of investments is heading towards the Triade zone, where the
Nation States can handle tough negotiations with TNCs. Then, what do we notice these
smaller states do? They tend to get together in certain so called “regional trade
organization” and later on political and fully economical regions (APEC, NAFTA, E.U.
etc).
Sticking to the two terms of multinationals and global corporations, the term of
transnationalization will point us to the phenomenon of broadening the international
activities of firms. It means that global corporations are the firms characterized by the
internationalization of their production functions, owning at global scale aggregated
human, material and financial resources and acting upon the rules of global
competition on the world market. Such a corporation may be deemed the modern form
of a MNC, enriched with a larger range of markets and diversified strategies to conquer
such markets. Global corporations have now specific networks of activities with
integrated strategies at world scale and a more flexible organisational structures
making use of strategic alliances, subcontracting, M&As, which confer sometimes the
characteristics of a virtually borderless firm, unlike the Nation State.
As in the case of globalisation, the issue here is whether the rising strength of
corporate governance or global corporations leading to the end or weakening/retreat or
adaptation/mutation or neither weakening nor end of the Nation State; or is it producing
imperialism of the developed capitalist state over the rest; or is it both a victim and
catalyst of the Nation State?
The main challenge now is what can the Nation State do to protect its unity and
ultimately its citizens from the decisions global corporations may take in order to
increase their shareholders’ value? Are there any other potential competitors of these
global firms and how could they help the Nation State keep its bargain power? Could
these competitors be the SMEs and entrepreneurs with innovative business ideas,
willing to make cross-border investments? How can the Nation State help them or who
else may help them? Or should the Nation State orientate itself towards copying the

global corporations’ strategies or creating a new public management? Is this movement
also part of the globalisation process?
3.1
The Nation State’s New Public Management and its stakeholders
It is known from ancient times that Greeks and Romans used to do a lot of planning
before any battle, especially an important one. A significant study about planning,
despite its inspiration from private sector practices, seems to bring relevance to
government’s attitude versus globalisation, as presented above. It was argued that
under rapid change, planning must be continuous and incremental (Mintzberg, 1994)
and although highly technocratic, it responds nowadays more to client’s expectations,
intuition and aspiration (vision of future State) (United Nations, 2000). It actually
responds to the slalom between bureaucratic closure, a top-down approach that
usually suppresses initiative and limit participation.
Success in the modern government in developing countries and countries in transition
has about five main areas of attention, applicable generally to any organisation:
Information

Management of
change
and
learning

Reform of the
administration

Human
resources
development

Capacity building

On line
availability of
relevant,
reliable data
for policy
making and its
securitization,
information
transparency,
get expatriate
expert advice
and knowhow, create a
framework for
collecting
internationally
comparable
data via
Internet,
develop an
appropriate
system of
indicators to
sense any
type of undue
economic and
political crises.

Taking proactive
measures for the
use of updated
technologies,
performance and
evaluation
systems, in the
design of policy,
continuous
learning from
global
experience, past
mistakes,
failures, building
cognitive capacity
at least in human,
financial and
informational
resources,
acceptance of a
high degree of
uncertainty and
handle it, get
used to the public
rights to know,
the need for
performance
standards and
benchmarks,
allow cultural
differences and
use them.

Dedicated
/specialized
think-tasks for
policy making,
decentralisation,
active experience
learned from the
interaction with
businesses,
ONGs and the
civil society,
managing
diversity,
maximum
adaptability and
total participation,
social and
organizational
cohesion,
eradication of
corruption and
intricate
administrative
structures as well
as of the
frustration of best
intended
personnel,
promoting
professional
ethics

Need for
educated toplevel leaders/
managers and
specific skills
development,
build new career
structures based
on mobility,
professionalism
and flexible
communication,
integrity, the
overriding
claims of merit
in promotion,
adoption of
reconciliation
differences and
promotion of
consensus in an
effective manner
(team building,
inclusion,
integration and
participation,
learn how to
acquire the
mindset,
develop it and
internalize it,
equalizing
opportunities.

Expansion of
existing
capabilities
qualitatively and
quantitatively,
especially in the
reform of the
conduct of
human resources
and their
development,
build cost
effective
management and
especially
through
complementarity
and mutually
reinforcing in a
sound integrated
and synergized
organizational
framework; build
problem solving
capacities; obtain
critical mass of
expertise in
government.

Table 3.1 The five directions of governance success. Source: adapted from United
Nations, (2001), pp 97-111.
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Except for these five main directions, the Nation State should understand its
tendencies towards becoming more of a service provider for the individual and the
business community, which in itself overlaps with the trend prior to the globalisation:
the tertiary economy- the tertiary government. The way the government implements
such new orientation becomes key in its development, strength or even survival. For
this reason the New Public Management (NPM) or "reinventing government", its
Northern American alternative has been demonstrated to bear considerable weight. It
seems that the NPM has promoted a powerful technological revolution, and spread a
set of values among the public services of Nation States, sub-national units,
international and supranational bodies, eliminating thus the “supraterrritoriality” (Jan
Aart Scholte’s (2000) definition of globalisation).
NPM has significantly enriched the language of management with a few new terms and
lifelike expressions. Here are some of the most current: Results over process;
Downsizing, now "rightsizing"; "Lean and mean"; Contracting out, off-loading or
outsourcing; Steering rather than rowing; Empowering rather than serving; and Earning
rather than spending (Frederickson,1996). Hence, according to Cable (1995), the
Nation State has given up its sovereignty towards regional and international institutions
and markets, but it has gained new areas of control, such as the promotion of national
efficiency.
Obviously, NPM is intended to continue to use its influence on administrative
developments and have impact on all categories of businesses including SMEs and
small entrepreneurs. In effect, the main push comes from the increasing role of the
‘insiders’ (managers and employees) especially for the transition economies. NPM is
bound to play a role in the ongoing endeavours to improve the cause of good
governance, particularly in the least developed countries. It is important, therefore, to
understand the context, the strengths and the limitations of NPM in order both to reap
the full yield of its benefits, but also to avoid repeating the mistakes of earlier attempts
to spread its ethics to different parts of the globe.
3.2
The Regionalisation as an attempt to regain the Nation State’s control
over the Global Civil Society
The introduction of a new concept of the global civil society (GSC) is an important step
aside. The main economic benefit of regionalism seemed to be the transaction cost
reduction through lowering the trade barriers and the effect of scale and scope
economies.
Yet, now the new concept’s definition Anheier et al.( 2003) provide for GCS is ‘a set of
public interactions which involve but not exclusively self organize groups autonomous
from the state, market and family that operate or are linked across state territorial
borders’. What is GCS role now?
Apart from the ‘reformists’, who are at their turn either incrementalist or radicals, there
is a special category very pervasive. This category, part of the GCS comprises
nationalists and even religious fundamentalists, who consider globalization harmful and
obviously oppose it completely due to its ‘transformative’ character. They reject it
because they look backwards to an idealized version of the past and sovereignty rather
than transformation into something new (Anheier et al. 2003).

Globalisation scope: Economy

Supporters

Regressives

Reformers
(Activists)
(ecological experiment)

For:
As part of
economic
liberalism and
neoliberalism,
e.g. The
Economist,
Thomas
Friedman,
Ohmae K.,
Naisbitt.

Mixed:
If beneficial to own
country or group
and leading
stakeholders, e.g.
French farmers;
British fuel protest,
U.S. Administration;
Orthodox religious
communities

Mixed: Supporting
civilizing or humanizing
globalization. If leading
to greater social equity,
e.g. ATTAC, Fair trade
cooperatives, Novib,
Jubilee 2000;

Rejectionists
(protecting the
local)
or
(Activists)
Against:
Greater
protection of
national
economies,
e.g. Ralph
Nader, Walden
Bello.

Table 3.2 Globalisation scope and the participants’ type. Source: (Choudhary, 2004,
p.7)
The presented typology requires some fine-tuning on the wings of radicalism or
reformation required at certain levels, activities, cultures or regions. In search of finding
a compromise between the Nation State interests and the global corporations interests,
the NPM concept uses first the NGOs as service providers and instruments of
privatisation (Choudhary, 2004), creating the so called ‘corporatisation of NGOs’ or the
civil society organization partnering with companies.
Forms

Main actor

Primary interest

Example

New Public
Management(Structural
Adjustment
Programs
Corporatisation

NGOs and
devolved
government

Supporters
Reformers

Oxfam, World Vision,
Save the Children,
UNICEF

NGOs and
TNCs

Supporters
Reformers

NGOs and
associations;
alternatives

Reformers,
Rejectionists,
Regressives

Movements,
transnational
civic networks

Reformers
Rejectionists

Nike and Green
Peace, Starbucks and
World Wildlife Fund
Community building
organizations, faithbased communities
social cohesion build
Global Witness,
Corporate Watch,
Social Forums

Social capital or
self-organization
(through
networking)
Activism
(civil society
monitoring and
challenging
power-holders)

Approach
of
regionalism
(Keating,
1995)
Top-down,
professional

Top-down,
professional
Bottom-up

Bottom-up

Table 3.3 A synthesis of society reform. Source: adapted from Anheier et al.( 2003).
Being on one side or another is rather futile, the economic interests usually shape any
other interest, yet there is a deeper analysis of these categories of forms. The
combinatory effect of the actions the main actors take is often mistaken for another and
thus we may have protests against animal testing, sometimes raising the sales of fur
producing companies. Sometimes, the changes introduced by globalisation do not only
ease the restrictions the regionalist mobilization had to face in the past, they do also
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provide some new incentives to strive for regional autonomy, creating thus new types
of conflicts.
The regional perspectives show that by reducing the role of the State in the economic
sphere and making public administration more efficient has achieved positive results in
many cases. The strategic value of the relationship with the authorities of various
countries and the importance of knowing the local regulations has substantially
diminished once the new regional rules were imposed. The new regional rules come
though from each country’s input or from the most advanced experiences, which at
their turn get applied internationally and become later on global standards. So, regional
agreements can pass through faster than international ones, thus becoming a sort of
’experimental laboratories’.
Yet, the retreat of the State from the social area and the weakening of state institutions
have not allowed people to fully benefit from globalization for a number of reasons.
Apparently, globalisation reduces the risk of regionalism, yet at the same time through
the new structural forms of NPM, corporatisation of NGOs, activism and the GCS’ need
for control, the globalisation brings back the need of security. Such a need of security is
emphasised by regrouping into new elite subgroups based on particular ideology,
politics, economic characteristics, language etc. Regionalism seems in this situation to
be the least damaging scenario. The economic disparities that explain the regionalism
in the 1960s do remain important variables, but their logic changed. Instead of having
many global corporations gaining power over relatively smaller, yet developed states,
the regrouping of the Nation States in regional unions (NAFTA, APEC, European
Union, the CSI etc) makes the economic war be conducted among fewer players.
Therefore, their powers become much stronger versus the global corporation’s bargain
power.
Supra-national integration and membership in international organisations can also
support regionalism in a more constructive way. Multi-level governance could be
discovered by individuals as well as collective political and social actors as being
functional to their interests and avoid institutional path-dependencies there where they
cannot be feasible. Moreover, collective identities are always social constructions; the
sense of belonging can more easily be redirected on other entities such as regions.
Hence, other collective entities than those associated with the existing Nation State are
more likely to be mobilised. This movement supports the neo-liberalism and the
deconstruction of the welfare system that makes values like solidarity and traditions
more attractive provided regionalist actors manage to incorporate them into their
construction of the regional collectivism.
At the same time, when a relatively poor Nation State loses control over its economic
affairs and seeks to get in a regional block for the sake of securing its citizens’ security
and collective goods, such internationalization has ruthless costs for the integrity of the
national political community. The reaction would be to vote for the right-wing extremist
and nationalist parties. In this way, globalization can support nationalism at the state
level and sub-state nationalism. Then regionalization is perceived as a step towards
globalization. Examples of regionalism provide both economic advantages and
disadvantages for the participating nations, some of them creating regional welfare and
economic boosting, others being obstacles to modernisation.

4

Conclusions

The most obvious impact of globalization is seen upon the reaction of the Nation State,
which becomes more interested in joining regional economic spheres in order to
reduce risk of losing markets. Also, there is no doubt about the Nation State power
diminishing in front of TNCs/ MNCs or global corporations, with the exception of the
Triade countries, which are still able to cope in the negotiation with these global
corporations. As a result of a slump in the power of the Nation State, the NPM and the
GSC emerged as solutions of control, bargaining tool in negotiations and
intermediaries between the two main competitors in the globalisation process.
Regional or endogenous development strategies can support regionalist and
integrationist mobilisation especially where the political tradition had relative prior
success through NPM implementation and GSC control. The remaining question would
be if the regionalist movements could use globalisation to induce changes to mobilise
the population for their goals in economic and social welfare.
The relationship between globalisation and regionalism will remain thus an imbalanced
one. Most economic, political and cultural variables will always stay the same; the only
dynamic factors are linked to the global corporations’ strategies and governance
policies as response to the switch of the Nation State new administrative reforms, new
strategic alliances, regionalist integrations and network externalities, all in fact subject
to a certain degree of path dependence.
The Nation State in today’s international context is subject to the inevitable transfer of
authority, which does not represent the marginalisation of the state, yet they force a
new approach in their governmental administration from a larger set of networks
perspective.
The multilateral approach remains a basic principle for the world economy and
becomes part of the contemporary politics.
Just like in Friedman’s (2000) The Lexus and the Olive Tree, people will always rely on
their identity and emotional values, yet at the same time the desire of development,
prosperity and modernisation which characterises today’s globalisation phenomenon
follows naturally and irrevocable. The issue stays that both worlds exist at the same
time, yet most of the times they are in contradiction. The pervasive reason is one
harming the other through the depravation of their fundamental principles.
Globalization represents in fact a new territorial battle for whatever the players have:
natural resources, human resources, money, intangibles, prestige, climate, know-how,
control, power and the list continue. Whoever uses the toughest negotiation skills in all
areas of control, will win the right of imposing its own policy. Until then, we shall assist
to a continuous battle among the participants to the globalization process; so far the
score is still nil-nil, but at the same time the triumph of the civilization will not cancel the
multitude of historical cultures.
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The Negative Impact of the Economic World crisis on
Japanese Economy
Diana Andreea Mandricel – economics doctor lecturer of Titu Maiorescu
University
The economic crisis which has started in the United States of America towards the
end of the ’90s has gradually extended to all the countries of the world.
Having a strong financial character, the effects are also felt in the Japanese
economy having certain specific peculiarities.
Japan, which is also called The Asian Tiger, is nowadays the second economic
world power. Together with the United States of America, China and Western Europe,
Japan is able to influence the economic development of the whole world. Japan’s
economy was reduced in the 2009’s first trimester with a record yearly rate 15,2 %, in
the context of export’s lowering and of consumers’ expenses diminution, which was
probably the most severe period of Japanese recession The re-examined dates concerning
GDP from the fourth trimester shows its diminution with 14,4 %, conformable to official
statistics. Totally, the economy was reduced with 3,5% in the fiscal year finished on 31th Mars, that means the most severe lowering from 1955, when began the collection of
these dates.
Export goods diminished without preceding with 26% in the previous trimester,
constraining companies like Toyota or Hitachi to reduce their production, number of
entrepreneurs and wages. GDP also diminished with 4% compared with the previous
trimester, much over the 1,6% diminution noted on the American market and the 2,5% in
Europe.
Japan’s economy was reduced fastest in the first trimester of this year because the
demand of Japanese cars, electronics and many others goods diminished against the
global recession .
The optimism concerning an economical increase has started up on the Japanese
money market, when the shares broken the 10000 points’ resistance, in the last eight
months for the first time. “The optimism concerning recurrence is growing” said Ryuta

1

Otsuka, strategist at Tokyo Securities. “The capital passed in the bond market is returning
in the shares’ and goods’ market.
Although. Japan imports raw materials, it has 60% of the word’s robotics, is the
rd

3 in ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy; is remarkably developed in Computer Science,
electronics industry, naval constructions, cars, wood manufacturing, chemical products,
cellulose and paper.
Intensive agriculture together with forestry and fishing represent 1,5% of GDP.
The prices offered to farmers are 2-3 times greater than the world average.
Among cereals rice occupies ½ of the cultivated surface.The net of
communication are jn full modernization. Among exported products ¾ are cars, tourism
is developed but inefficient at the moment as expenses are greater than the income.
Despite all these things Japan is confronted to the most powerful economic
crises which appeared during the last two decades of the 2o-th century which lead to the
decrease of GDP by 10% to less than 2%. But let’s follow Japan’s evolution along the
way.
After1945 Japan underwent a thorough and rapid economic renewal which was
considered to be exceptional and which happed in two stages.
During the 1950-1970 period the annual average growth rate was of 10%, a real
“Japanese miracle”. Thus during this period of time there was an increase the urban
population, industry underwent a steady development surpassing agriculture and
becoming the most important branch of the national economy. The high rate of savings
led to the increase of capital and enabled new investments in the most important domains.
During the 1970-1984 period the Japanese industrial output (YO) was explosive,
achieving a percentage of 162%, according to the estimates of the International Bank of
Reconstruction and Development/World Bank.
By the end of 1980 Japan had surpassed all the developed countries as to the
production of ships, cars, motorbikes, cameras, transistors, television sets, electron
microscope, synthetic staple fibre and cotton. The material and technical help extended
by the USA and the efficient intervention of the state led largely to these

achievements.

The influence of these 2 oil crises during this period of time is emphasized. The
first forces Japan to diversify its supply resources, fact which reduced its dependence on

2
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a single exporting state leading to the increase of investments in research which in its turn
leads to the making of cars which require a reduced amount of fuel.
Starting with 1991 and the second oil crisis which decreased the growth rate and
the competitiveness of Japanese products on the world market.
The economic policy promoted by Japan was predominantly mercantile, an
essential element being the foreign direct investments protected by the USA and the
European Union which enabled Japanese firms to open their own subsidiaries abroad.
At the beginning of the last decade of the 20th century more and more economic analysts
were sure that Japan’s supremacy is only a matter of years because:”The inadequate
actions of political economy which followed in a period in which all the states of the
world found themselves from both recession and financial crisis from South-East”1 led to
economic regression and stagnation. Among the factors which generate these crises are
the following:
1. The erosion of trust of the

Japanese banking system which had

bankrupt

renowned commercial banks and and some investment firms,
2. Reducing the consumption and therefore of the production owing to a traditional
bent for saving,
3. The high rate of public debt.
The summing up of these elements generally affected economy on the whole:
•

drastic cut down of exports which were considered “the traditional engine
of Japanese economy,

•

the aging of the population,

•

the structure of the economic and financial system,

•

Political rivalry.

In this context we witness the most devastating economic of Japan, which risks
leading to the increase of unemployment and to the decrease of the living standard of the
population.
According to the economic indicators of the latest period of time we see that:
•

the GDP was contracted at an annual rate 12,7% in the last quarter of
2008,

1

Zaharia, Rodica-Milena, World Economy , ASE Editure , Bucharest 2004, p.30.

3

•

Export was reduced with 45% January 2008 generally and with 53% by
the USA which led to a commercial deficit of Japan of 10 billion dollars.

In 1995 Japan’s GDP was 5110, 5 billion dollars. The most recent statistics of
December 2008 show that:

Economic

indicators

at

the Values of these indicators (%) December

macroeconomic level

2008 compared to 2007

GDP

Under 2%

Decrease of industrial output

with 9,6%

Unemployment rate

4,4%

The

acceleration

of

consumption La - 4,6%

decrease at

-

GDP under 2%

-

Decrease of industrial output with 9,6%

-

Unemployment rate at 4,4%

-

The acceleration of consumption decrease at – 4,6%.2

The most affected by these crises were the car manufacturers. The Toyota Company
cut down on its production by 50% and declared losses of 400 billion dollars, that is 3,3
billion euros in March 2009 and resorted to dismissing personnel.
The cause of this state of affairs is decrease of the demand and the appreciation of the
yen which put up the price of the yen.
The Honda Company were less affected by the crisis also declared in March 2009 a
decrease of productivity by 35%.
Although some analysts accused the Japanese Government of delayed action to stop
the crisis. The Japanese Government started a program of economic revival of 150 billion
dollars, of which 21 billion dollars are going to be distributed to the population in order
to encourage internal consumption.

2

See the Chart at Annex 1
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Japan, China and South Korea together with other 10 Asian states form a common
front to face the financial crisis and have decided to set up a fund of 120 billion dollars
to offer liquidity in case of stringent necessity.
Another financial package contains the sum of 300 billion dollars and is waiting
for the Parliament’s approval.
Despite of the measures taken or stipulated the trust

rate

the Japanese

Government and the Prime Minister TARO-ASO enjoy dropped to 10%, and the
Finance Minister was forced to resign.
At present the opposition Democratic Party is favoured as to winning the future
elections undermining the liberal leadership which has been governing since 1953.
The United States of America adhered to Japan and appreciated its financial
contribution at the formation of the counter-terrorist coalition in Afghanistan –as a result
Tokio was visited first by the American Secretary of State Hillary – Clinton, and Mr.
TARO-ASO was the first leader received at Washington after Barack Obama’s becoming
president.
Together with the economic and financial crisis entwined wit the political one
Japan is confronted with a continuous aging of the population about 30% of it is above
the age of 60.
The active population was estimated in 2007 at 66.690.000 inhabitants 78% living
in the urban environment and the total population is about 127.433.494 inhabitants.
The GDP per inhabitant per capita was 38.930 USD. The population of Japan could
decrease to less than 95.000.000 inhabitants in 2050 and the GDP would 38.160 USD
per capita.

TOTAL POPULATION

127.500.000 INHABITANTS

ACTIVE POPULATION

66.690.000 INHABITANTS

POPULATION DENSITY

377,2 INHABITANTS/ KM 2

GDP PER INHABITANT

38.930 USD

5

According to the last demographic indicators calculated in 2006 one can see that:

BIRTH RATE

8,7 o/oo

GENERAL DEATH RATE

8,6 o/oo

INFANTILE DEATH RATE

2,6 o/oo

LIFE EXPECTANCY IN YEARS

79 MALE 86 FEMALE

- Birth rate 8,7 o/oo
- General death rate 8,6 o/oo
- Infantile death rate 2,6 o/oo
- Life expectancy in years: 79 male şi de 86 la female
This continuous aging of the population may partially be explained by the decrease of
the internal consumption. The chart of the population of Japan during the period 19502007 may be seen Annex 23
To the less favorable prospect of the economy one may add the inappropriate of the
economic-financial system.
Thus the great Japanese groups are made up of commercial banks and esurance
companies of production which extend down to schools and kindergartens. Politicians are
also attracted into this system having the task of supporting the Central Bank.According
to the STRATFOR AGENCY this monolithic economic-financial organization
disadvantages both the population and the state. This organization implies the adaptation
to the new existing conditions on the world arena. As Japan is the 5th major polluter
power in the world, it is going to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 6% as they lead to
the greenhouse effect. As it was agreed by the Kyoto Protocol the pollution reduction
level taken into consideration is the pollution level reached in 1990.
The reduction of the greenhouse gases would be of 50 billion tons according to the
RUTERS AGENCY. In 2008 the noxious emissions got to 1371 tons of carbon dioxide.
3

see the chart at Annex 2
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The issue of is important all over the world because the degradation environment
means the destruction of industrial contemporary progress. That is why” the triptych of
the fundamental aspirations of the Japanese people could be rephrased in the following
way: the prevention of natural desasters, the defense of the localities and the
transformation of the environment in a pleasat place to live. 4
Only this way are the Japanese people going to live not only in the spirit of tradition
but also in the present day world economy.
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ANNEX 1:

MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS IN JAPAN (2007-2008)
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TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS
Conf. univ. dr. Silvia Popescu
Universitatea „Titu Maiorescu” Bucureşti Facultatea de ŞtiinŃe Economice
The transactional analysis and its role in the efficiency of communication.
The transactional analysis is, firstly, a philosophy, a point of view about human beings. Secondly, it is
a theory of personality, of psychical function and interpersonal behavior, so it is a theory of communication as
well. Thirdly, it is a creative and powerful instrument used to facilitate the change and development at personal
and professional level, having applications in four fundamental areas: conciliation, education, organizational
and clinical.
The tranactional analysis is an expositive theory of human personality, which creates and develops
concepts and ideas that help us to understand better what we, human beings are, in point of psychical structures
and behavior reactions.
From another point of view the transitional analysis is a theory of human communications, which
allows new techniques and new instruments which can help improve the communication ability between people,
we can correct psychical and behavior deficiencies or the ability to communicate in a couple or a group can
increase.
In the complex process of communication, we distinguish the idea of agreement, as a fundamental unit
of human relationships.
1.WHAT IS TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS ?
2.TYPES OF TRANSACTIONS
3.PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPTS OF TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS
4.CHARACTERISTICS OF TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS
5. USE OF TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS FOR AN EFFICIENT COMMUNICATION

1.WHAT IS TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS ?

The transactional analysis is, firstly, a philosophy, a point of view about human beings. Secondly, it is
a theory of personality, of psychical function and interpersonal behavior, so it is a theory of communication as
well. Thirdly, it is a creative and powerful instrument used to facilitate the change and development at personal
and professional level, having applications in four fundamental areas: conciliation, education, organizational and
clinical.
The transactional analysis is an expositive theory of human personality, which creates and develops
concepts and ideas that help us to understand better what we, human beings are, in point of psychical structures
and behavior reactions.
From another point of view the transitional analysis is a theory of human communications, which
allows new techniques and new instruments which can help improve the communication ability between people,
we can correct psychical and behavior deficiencies or the ability to communicate in a couple or a group can
increase In the complex process of communication, we distinguish the idea of agreement, as a fundamental unit
of human relationships.
A transaction is defined as the situation where there are two people and one says something and the
other one replies. In order to maintain the emotional and psychical balance, people need to send and receive
‘strokes’, to make transactions, with other words – to communicate one with another. The transaction presumes a
change of the stimulus-answer type, in return sense, and a change in contractual sense: “I give if you give back”
and “I do something to you and you do something back”. An inter-human relationship represents a chain of
transactions, where the states of the ego succeed and attract or reject each other like the poles of a magnet.
The transactional analysis deals with the understanding of the reasons and states which make each
participant, at the transaction, to act the way he does it.
The transactional analysis (TA) rose in the 50s, through the work of an American psycho-therapist, Eric
Berne, with the purpose of making accessible the most complex concepts of psychology and psycho-analysis to
the great public. It was imposed itself rapidly at all the levels of the commercial structure (from shopkeepers to
managers), which respond without difficulty to the daily communicative and professional needs, even if TA

sometimes has the shortcomings of being too simplistic, it can be considered a real key for communication. From
this perspective, the transactional analysis has numerous and efficient applications in diplomacy, in protocol, in
sales, in business negotiations, political negotiations, as well as in the study and harmonization of the
relationships within the organizations.
The transactional analysis (TA) describes 3 states by means which we exteriorize our thoughts and
emotions – parent, adult and child states.
•
The parent state: at this level exterior events are registered, lived from birth and up to the age of 5 years
old: the education received from parents, educators and teachers.
•
The adult state: here the education assimilated through his own experience is registered, by attempt and
error. Here, the experiences are transformed into thoughts, he can be see what is pro or against, and decisions are
made. It is the rational component. The adult state usually activates when the person wants to solve a problem, to
decide objectives, to assume responsibility, to make a decision, wants evaluation of some results etc.
•
The child state: at this level, inner events are registered – feelings lived as a response to exterior events,
from birth and up to the age of 5. It is the emotional component. It appears to the adult in leisure activities.
2. TYPES OF TRANSACTIONS.
In the process of communication the usual transactions are:
a. Simple transactions – when a partner proposes a certain type of communication and the other one respond.
Thus, a chain of transactions is created, in which one’s response represents the stimulus of the other one.
- - the double transaction (hidden) – when the conversation does not take place on a single level, the declared
one, called apparent, it is accompanied by a message hidden at a psychological, non-verbal or para-verbal level.
Almost any kind of transaction requires a social and a psychological level. Most part of them superpose. The
distinct analyses of each transaction, from a chain of any kind of length, is called transactional analysis.
b. The parallel transactions. – when the transactional vectors stay parallel, and the state of the ego related to the
vector stimulus is the one from which the vector response leaves from. In this case the communication can
continue freely no matter for how long, as long as this state of vectors parallelism is maintained. In the
complementary transaction we respond to the interlocutor from the state he required.

The 1st rule of communication, after Berne: ‘as long as the transactions stay parallel, the communication can
continue unlimited.’
c. The cross transactions in which the vectors of the transaction cross, and the state of the ego targeted by the
stimulus is not the same with the one the response leaves from. In this case the thread and the fluency of the
conversation break and for its restoration one or both partners are needed in order to change the state of the ego;
When the transactions are not parallel (someone talks from the state of parent and the interlocutor
respond from the state of an adult) a cross transaction takes place.
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The 2nd rule of communication, after Berne: ‘When a transaction is crossed, the communication is interrupted’.
d. The hidden transactions (double) – when the conversation does not take place on a single level, the declared
one, called apparent, it is accompanied by a message hidden at psychological level, non-verbal or para-verbal. In
this type of transactions, beside the explicit message – direct verbal stimulus, hidden messages are also
transmitted – at emotional, non-verbal level. It always involves at least two states from the three described
previously. The apparent message is often directed from Adult to Adult, while the psychological message is
given by the Parent or by the Child.

The 3rd rule of communication after Berne: ‘The behaviour which appeared as a consequence of the hidden
transactions is determined at a psychological level and not social’.

Types of behaviour in the transactional analysis
Type 1:

I am OK. You are OK

Type 2:

I am OK. You are not OK

Type 3:

I am not OK. You are OK

Type 4:

I am not OK. You are not OK

3.PHILOSOPHYCAL CONCEPTS OF TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS

The individual is the one who decides his own destiny and his decisions can be changed by himself. All
the people have the capacity to think. People are OK (Steward and Joines). The fundamental postulate is the one
according to which WE, in other words YOU and I have value, importance and dignity as human beings.

People are OK. This means that each one has value and dignity as the person. I accept myself like the
person and I accept you like the person. I sometimes might not like it or accept what you do but I always accept
your essence as a human being.
Each individual has the capacity to think. Each person has the capacity to think except the situation of
some major damages of the brain. That is why it is each of us responsibility to decide what we want from life
and to live with the consequences of our decisions.
People decide their own destiny and these decisions can be changed. Any belief can be changed. Most
of our ways of interaction with the world were shaped in childhood, rethinking and changing these decisions
being possible. This statement is a key concept which eliminates the accusation of others and places the
responsibility on his own person. As a consequence, the TA philosophy frees and stimulates.
TA, even if it has the short-coming of being too simple, it can be considered a real key for
communication; therefore I want to present the main concepts, trusting your own capacity in finding examples
and applications.
The Transactional Analysis contains:
I. The Structural Analysis which allows the understanding of the person’s ego state
II. The Analyses of the Transactions, which studies thoroughly what happens in the inter-personal
communicative changes;
III. The Analysis of the Life Position, with other words, the ways used by other persons, more or
less conscious facing life.;
IV. The Game Analysis, which allows the understanding
and finding solutions in some series of typical situations, in an effective way.

I. The structural analysis
The One-Self States.
The one-self state is defined as a system of thoughts, of behaviour and emotions that places each
individual in relationship with the environment (the environment can be another individual, a family, a group or
a company).
In order to understand the behaviour of a person in TA, three states of the ego are described: the Parent,
the Adult and the Child, which differ from the supra-ego, ego and id, by the fact that they are not manifestations
of the ego, but they represent visible behaviour and not hypothetical concepts.
Freud’s model and the model of the ego states do not superpose and they are not the same thing either;
they do not contradict either, they are just two different manners of presenting Personality. An ego state is a
coherent ensemble of behaviour, thoughts and feelings. It is our way of expressing our Personality at a certain
moment.
When I think and I feel the way I used to do when I was a child, I say that I am in the Child state. When
I behave, I think and I feel in a way taken from the parents or from another parent figure, I say I am in the Parent
state. When I behave, I think and I feel in a way which is an immediate reaction, here and now, at the events
happening around me, using all my capacities as an adult, I say I am in the Adult state.
In order to have a healthy and balanced personality, we need these three states of the ego. We need the
Adult to solve the problems here and now and to approach life in an adapted and effective manner. In order to be
in harmony with the society, we need the Parent set of rules. And in our inner Child we find again the
spontaneity, creativity and intuition we enjoyed when we were children.
The Ego states.
Eric Berne defined an ego state as a ‘constant model of feelings and experiences directly connected with
a proper model of behaviour’.
We have 3 ego states which correspond with the constant models, separated and distinct from feelings
and behaviour. These 3 states are called: Parent ego state, Adult ego state and Child ego state.
In order to differentiate them from the parents, adults of real children, the ego states are used in TA
literature with the first letter capitalized. A simplified diagram of the ego states is presented below.
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Behaviour, thoughts and feelings directly responsible for ‚here’ and ‚now’

ego
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Behaviour,
from childhood

Child
thoughts

of
and

the
feelings

ego
taken

The Parent ego state is a collection of behaviour, thoughts and feelings which we took from ‘those who took care
of us’. The expression ‘those who took care of us’ is used to show that the Parent is taken not only from the
parents but it can also include the attitude of brothers and elder sisters, grandfathers, teachers, etc.
The Parent State
It is the reflex of the received education, which impress upon the childhood and adolescence, continuing
to act on the adult, too. The transmitted values refer to:
•
Good and evil;
•
What you must do and what you mustn’t do;
•
Beliefs;
•
Professional fulfilment;
•
Marriage;
•
Traditions etc.
4.CHARACTERISTICS OF TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS

The self state is defined by a system of thoughts, behaviour and emotions which put each individual in
relationship with the environment (the environment can be another individual, a family, a group or a company).
The transactional analysis postulates that each person has three states of his own ego, which in their
totality define the personality. These states are: the Parent Ego (P), the Adult Ego (A) and the Child Ego (C). in
each of us there are three states of Ego. They produce the dialogue with ourselves and with others.
The three ego states have no connection with the effective age or with the family relationship, but they
refer to the behaviour models; we pass from one state to another depending on the situation.
The individual starts the effort of understanding the world, making order in himself by registering the
inner events, with other words the individual reaction towards the outside stimuli. The Child (C) is the sum of
these inner events. In C the experiences and reactions are stocked, registered from the first day of our existence,
both positive and negative.
In general, the child ego state appears when we have to deal with the expressing of spontaneity, of
feelings, desires, intentions and hopes, emotions. Due to C we can savour life, feel spontaneous, imaginative,
creative, longing for friends, we can act spontaneously, timorously and revolted, but we adapt to the
requirements of the environment.
There are situations when the C state troubles us: if, for example, it make us to give up at solving some
problems, when we are stubborn, depressed and desperate, when we search guilt only at others, when we refuse
to accept responsibilities, when we are scared about the future, when we are timorous.
For each of these situations we can distinguish models such as:
1. The adapted child - the docile child, obedient and who always behave according to the expectations
of those around him. He submits and executes the orders received. E.g.: ‘Excuse me if I bother you, I’ve brought
you what you wanted’; ‘I’d rather have some coffee, but if you cannot, it is not so important, anyway’; ‘I’m
sorry! Can I…..’. The adapted child accepts the rules of the group, quiet and reserved. His voice is sweet and
moderated. The tone is balanced and hesitating.
Advantages: respecting the norms, social values are consolidated
Disadvantages: the excessive docility is the cause of indecision and doubt.

2. The rebellious child is characterized by a series of negative and polemical manifestations:
aggressiveness, wants to be in the center of attention by saying ‘no’, the undiscriminating opposition. E.g.: ‘I’m
not in the mood right now!’; ‘ I don’t need you, I can manage by myself’; ‘Leave me alone!’. The gestures are
sudden and from time to time violent; the voice is lively and furious.
Advantages: he protects himself against the authority of somebody else and against of power abuse.
Disadvantages: the communication with the outside can be interrupted
3. The little teacher – he is the center of creativity and invention. The individual proves to be curious of
knowledge and of understanding and tries to solve all the problems that might appear. He trusts in his own
capacity and he is always convinced he found the best solution. E.g.: ‘ I have an amazing idea’; ‘ who knows
how it functions, I’m in the mood for disassembling!’; ‘ If you do it this way you’ll succeed with no doubt’. The
sight is lively and bright. He often destroys in order to understand a mechanism. His voice is seductive and
meditative. He expresses himself tempestuous.
Advantages: the creative and artistic activity is stimulated.
Disadvantages: bewilderment with risk of superficiality.
4. The Spontaneuous Child – is the expression of enthusiasm, mania, fear, discouragement. The
individual has desires, needs, satisfactions, dissatisfactions. E.g.: He’s ranting!’; ‘Wow, tonight we’re going to
do crazy things…’; ‘I’m hungry, buy a cake for me!’. He uses his body for expressing himself, he doesn’t have
too much bashfulness and acts freely. His voice is energetic; the tone is adapted to the situation: laughs, screams,
cries.
Advantages: spontaneity and energy; pleasure and enthusiasm.
Disadvantages: lack of control can be harmful in some situations.
The Parent state (P) is the reflex of the received education, which impress on the childhood and
adolescence, continuing to work on the adult. The transmitted values refer to:
•
Good and evil;
•
What you must do and what you mustn’t do;
•
beliefs;
•
faith;
•
professional fulfilment
•
marriage
•
traditions etc.
The Parent state divides in:
•
The Controlling parent, with reference to the social norms and evaluation methods;
•

The Nurturing (or the protector) is the one who protects, comforts and encourage.

The Negative Controlling Parent (NCP). It is the parent who underestimates the child. E.g. : “ You don’t
know to do anything!”; “It is not the right way to do it!”; “ At your age I used to get better results than
yours!”…
The Positive Controlling Parent (PCP). It is the parent who gives orders and sets limits, checking if they
are respected. E.g.: “ Go to bed, you have to get up early tomorrow!”; “Finish wolfing or you’ll make an
indigestion”; “ Go and say hello to the neighbour!”; “ You don’t have to say lies!”. In both cases the conduct is
strict and the sight is cold and dominating. The voice is sharp and rough.
Advantages: it sends moral principles facilitating the individual integration in his social environment.
Disadvantages: his rigidity can inhibit and censor creativity and imagination.
The Negative Nurturing Parent (NNP). It is the exaggerated nurturing parent, becoming hyper-protector
and blocking the child natural development. E.g.: “I’ll do the job in your place, so nothing might happen to you”;
“ That friend is not good for you”.
The Positive Nurturing Parent (PNP). It is the parent who helps, gives advise and looks after his child,
respecting his autonomy. E.g.: “It’s dangerous this way, wait till I’ll teach you something safer”; “Today it’s
quite cold, you’d better put on something”. From a physical point of view, the gestures are generous and open.
The voice is soft, sweet and comforting.
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Advantages: it creates favourable conditions for a natural and secure development of the child
Disadvantages: the hyper-protection can suffocate and inhibit any initiative.
The Adult State. The characteristic of the adult state consists in receiving a series of information in
order to put together and to develop it in a logical, rational and objective way.
The Ego Adult State is not in a strict relation with the individual age, but it is autonomous and
independent. Also, the adult state does not replace the ego states which I talked previously, but evaluates their
solutions and check the validity for the present situation. The Adult (A) stocks, processes, evaluates information,
making decisions on their basis and selecting behaviour.
(A) shapes starting with the moment when the child checks the model about the world which he created
on the basis of the information from (P) and of emotions from (C) and compares it with reality.
The adult state usually activates when:
•
An opinion is expressed, or questions appear (why, where, how, who etc.),
•
Objectives are to be decided
•
He assumes his own responsibility,
•
A decision is made,
•
A solution is taken
•
A negotiation starts,
•
Some results requires evaluation
•
Conciliation is required.
The typical phrases are: “ It is possible to…”; “I think that….”; “ We conclude that…” . Their sight is direct and
neutral. The body posture: straight and relaxed. The voice is normal and neutral. The tone is clear but
inexpressive.
The advantages of this state: the information is elaborated logically and objectively.
Disadvantages: it can become cold and emotionless, he disturbs when a spontaneous solution is required, he can
curb in situations which cannot be postponed.
As I have already mentioned, we pass continuously from one state to another in different situations,
with no connection with the age or family relationships. Obviously when we communicate with somebody and
he is in a special state of his ego, this situation can raise great series of combinations; the study of all these
possibilities of communication makes just the object of the Transactional Analyses.
We shall analyse how this information is used in practice: in fact I have anticipated that some standard situations
make room for the “games”, the respective analyses being very interesting and funny.
So far we can notice that the excessive development of the “Negative Controlling Parent” state causes a
“Persecutor” type of personality. In the same way, the over-adapted Child state causes a “Victim” behaviour,
while the exaggerated Nurturing Parent state will cause a “Saviour” type of personality.
But the archetypes triangle the “Persecutor”, the “Victim”, the “Saviour” stays at the basis of each novel, film,
transaction, event, doesn’t it?
To the psychologists who, under the excuse of research, have fun noticing the mice behaviour and try to draw
useful conclusions in comparison with the human behaviour, it can sometimes happen to them to discover
interesting things.
Let’s return to the basic notion of the transactional analysis, at the above mentioned “coin”, used by the TA;
that word with no equivalent in the Romanian language, namely stroke. Let’s say that a compliment, a greeting,
a kiss are positive “strokes”, while an insult, a slap are negative “strokes” (if we want to continue with the
example with the food, we can say that a “stroke” gas the same value with a “psychological calorie”).
In his last work, Eric Berne wrote that for most of us, life is nothing else but a continuous/permanent search for
“strokes” and the entire social frame, nothing else but a way to organize our production and distribution. In this
process, we have three central needs: the need for position, the need to be comforted, as I have mentioned before,
and the need to structure the time.
5.

USE OF TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS FOR AN EFFICIENT COMMUNICATION

Our steps consist of analysing the basic principles of an efficient communication from the analysis perspective
of the three states, of the types of games and transactions.
After some writers, the following would be important:
•
The definition of the objective;
•
The action strategy decision and its application;
•
The results observation;
•
Changing something that eventually did not work, until the required result is obtained.

The same model can and must be applied each time when reaching to a correct communication is
meant. Therefore, first of all, we need to take into consideration that the main reason we communicate for is to
obtain some certain behaviour from the interlocutor. This result (our “wanted state”) should always be present in
our mind and should be useful for us as a reference point and guidance. Thus we risk to get involved in
psychological games, which would have as result – in the optimistic alternative – absolutely nothing. Therefore,
before opening our mouth, we have to ask certain questions:
1. “What is my purpose?” or “What is the purpose of this communication?” Perhaps I want to clarify a
situation, to ask something, to express a feeling, to thank, to seduce, to scold, to inform, to establish a
relationship etc.
If what we want to say or what we want the other to understand is not clear, even to ourselves, then it is
obvious we will succeed to send the message to our interlocutor only with big difficulty.
2. “Taking into consideration what I know about the person I’m talking to and his present state, what is
the ideal way to obtain what I want?” There are infinite ways to express the same thing, but we have to find the
right one for our interlocutor, otherwise we will speak just for ourselves. Is there anyone who met a doctor, a
lawyer, a shopkeeper who overwhelmed him with technical words without being preoccupied if he was listened
or not ?
It is also very important to take into consideration the interlocutor emotional state; if someone is tired,
scared, absent-minded, angry, he could be receptive only with great effort. In such cases it is more useful to
focus on the rapport and to listen, emphatically, postponing what we wanted to say for a better opportunity,
instead of insisting in communicating a message which will be incomprehensible anyway.
3. “What I’m going to communicate is more valuable than my relationship (rapport) with that person?”
We often do not realise how much harm we can do with our words. We like it or not, we all suffer of a
background insecurity- even if it is hidden with ability – and automatically we react aggressively, or we
transform ourselves into “victims”, if somebody provokes us in a way or another. Therefore, particularly, in case
we must confront ourselves with personal reasoning, it is better to ask ourselves this question more often: “Is it
really worth to harm my rapport with somebody else for the simple reason that I want to be right for a banality?”
Sometimes yes, as sometimes it can be necessary to react with maximum harshness; what it is important is to do
it consciously, and not to be surprised afterwards that we have to confront a situation which we did not intend to
create it (I recall that we are responsible for the result, and not the listener).
Obviously, these questions will help us even then when somebody tries to communicate with us,
especially if he does it in a negative manner. On the basis of what I’ve said before about the necessity of
changing and about the “negative” strokes, it should be clear that the person who misbehaves, who is aggressive
or impolite (let’s recall that any behaviour means communication) does not do it because he has something with
someone, but because he learned that way represents the way to obtain his own ratio of “strokes”.
To react automatically would immediately involve us in one of the psychological games we talked
about: any role activates another one (Persecutor – Victim, Victim – Saviour etc.) and a lot of self-control is
needed not to let us involved in a negative situation.
Unfortunately, as I mentioned previously, there are no simple solutions; the best alternative is to
activate our Adult state, firstly by imposing to ourselves not to start a game which would lead us into a negative
situation and, secondly trying to bring back the communication to one of the positive ways.
The coin for transactions is the positive comfort and to minimize the quantity of negative comfort we
receive.
The transactional analyses is an explicative theory of the human communication, but also of the human
personality. It creates and develops techniques and tools, notions and concepts which help us to understand what
we, the people, are and which can improve the capacity of communication.
The transactional analysis provides psychotherapies to adjust and to remake the interior psychical
balance, to correct certain psychical, psychosomatical and behavioural shortcomings, to improve the capacity of
integration in the group and society.
Last but not list, the transactional analysis is an effective and subtle work tool in the management of the
human resources and in the advanced marketing.
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AN APPLICATION OF THE CANONICAL CORRELATION
Reader, Dan Petru Vasiliu, Ph. D
Faculty of Economic Studies, University “Titu Maiorescu” – Bucharest
Senior lect. Ganea Tudor, Ph. D
Faculty of Economic Studies, University “Titu Maiorescu” – Bucharest
Abstract : the paper deals with an experimental application of the canonical
correlation in the study of the social environment in the last year Romania .
To do this , two groups of variables are selected : one group repersenting the social effort and the other
the social effect of the labour.
There studied the characteristic of the dependence between them.
The conclusion is that – in the considered period – the greater was the effort, the smaller was the effect .
Two different variants of the canonical correlation method were used to prove this
Both of them confirm this conclusion.
Keywords: canonical correlation ; canonical variates; the COREMAX method
multivariate analysis

The aim of the classical canonical correlation analysis is studying relationships between sets of
multiple dependent and multiple independent variables.
So, let X be a p – dimensional and Y be a q – dimensional random variable .
We look for two vectors a , b such that
coefficient

a ∈ R p , b ∈ R q and the quadratic KENDALL correlation

correl 2 ( a ⋅ X , b ⋅ Y ) be maximal.

Note that the univariate random variable U = a·X and V = b·Y are known as the canonical variates of the
variables X, resp. Y ,and that a , b are the corresponding canonical coefficients .
This problem was solved long before (from Harold Hotteling -1939 to Joseph F. Hair ,1998 for
example).
In this paper the canonical correlation method will be applied to study dependence between the
group
X = { civil employment ; employment rate }
as the group of independent variables , and
Y = { average net nominal monthly earnings ; total expenditure of household }
as the group of independent variables.
The data in our study are the next (http://www.insse.ro/cms/files/pdf/en/cp3.pdf )
Year

X1

X2

Y1

Y2

1997

11050

60.9

63.1

138.58*

1998

10845

59.6

104

196.31*

1999

10776

63.5

152

274.21*

2000

10508

63.6

214

375.92*

2001

10440

62.9

302

516.52

2002

9234

58

379

651.66

2003

9223

57.8

484

781.45
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2004

9158

57.9

599

1049.44

2005

9147

57.7

746

1149.33

Here , as stated above :
X1 = civil employment
X2 = employment rate
Y1 = average net nominal monthly earnings
Y2 = total expenditure of household .
( The stared data are author’s estimations).
First there proceeds to normalize this data ,in order to obtain a less error level ( as is well known, the
^

V that corresponds to the variable V , is given by
^
V − E( V )
,
V=
σ (V )
where E(V ) is the expected value ,and σ ( V ) - the standard deviation of the variable V ).

normalized variable

The normalized variables are then represented by the next table :
^

^

Year

X1

X2

Y1

^

Y2

^

1997

1.217

0.268

-1.174

-1.180

1998

0.970

-0.238

-0.999

-1.023

1999

0.886

1.281

-0.794

-0.810

2000

0.563

1.320

-0.530

-0.532

2001

0.480

1.047

-0.154

-0.147

2002

-0.977

-0.861

0.174

0.222

2003

-0.990

-0.939

0.623

0.577

2004

-1.068

-0.900

1.113

1.310

2005

-1.082

-0.978

1.741

1.583

The estimated total correlation matrix of this last dataset is then :

S
S =  XX
 S YX

S XY 
 , with :
S YY 

0,7834 
 1
;
S XX = 
1 
 0,7834

 − 0,9167 − 0,9268 

S XY = 
 − 0,6744 − 0,6783 

0,9957 
 − 0,9167 − 0,6744 
 1
 ; S YY = 

S YX = 
1 
 − 0,9268 − 0,6783 
 0,9957
There determines now the largest eigenvalues of the matrices

0,6959 
 0,9586

A = (S XX ) −1 ⋅ S XY ⋅ (S YY ) −1 ⋅ S YX = 
 − 0,1216 − 0,0850 
and
 − 0,7034 − 0,7152 

B = (S YY ) −1 ⋅ S YX ⋅ (S XX ) −1 ⋅ S XY = 
1,5770 
 1,5554
The ( common) largest eigenvalue of the matrices A, B is λ = 0,87 .
This is equally the quadratic measure of dependence between the two groups ,
{ X1,X2} and { Y1,Y2 } ( details will be seen later).
The canonical coefficients are the eigenvectors , corresponding to λ = 0,87 : there obtain
a = ( 0,992 ; - 0,1263 ) , b = ( - 0,4138 ; 0,9104 )
therefore
U = 0,992·X1 - 0,1263·X2 ; V = - 0,4138·Y1 + 0,9104·Y2 .

U

V

1.17382

-0.5893

0.99194

-0.5178

0.71784

-0.4087

0.39175

-0.2649

0.34461

-0.0703

-0.8602

0.13015

-0.8636

0.26788

-0.9464

0.73189

-0.9498

0.72111

If compute now the correlation coefficient correl (U,V) , there obtains
correl (U,V) = - 0,93285 ;
obviously , [correl (U, V) ]2 = λ .
For correl (U,V) < 0 , there results that the dependence of { Y1,Y2 } with respect to
{ X1,X2} is of negative type : the greater { X1,X2} become , the poor { Y1,Y2 } become.
Otherwise, correl (U,V) being so near of -1 , the dependence is strong enough to let us consider the group
{ X1,X2} determinative for { Y1,Y2 }.
The values of the canonical variates are processed below :
~

~

~

~

X1

X2

Y1

Y2

1

0.542

0

0

0.892

0.322

0.060

0.057
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0.856

0.983

0.130

0.134

0.715

1.000

0.221

0.235

0.679

0.881

0.350

0.374

0.046

0.051

0.463

0.508

0.040

0.017

0.616

0.636

0.006

0.034

0.785

0.901

0

0.000

1

1

A reason the canonical correlation method is not used so widely is that the practical meaning of the
canonical coefficients is rarely clear .
To remediate that , different versions of the method are improved.
One of them is the COREMAX method ( see (2)) , that gives the coefficients the meaning of degrees of
contributions of each component of the group to the corresponding canonical variate.
To do this, we’ll denote:

η = α ⋅ X1 + ( 1 − α ) ⋅ X 2 ; 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
µ = β ⋅ Y1 + ( 1 − β ) ⋅ Y2 ; 0 ≤ β ≤ 1
Now, we look for values α , β that maximize correl (η , µ ) .
To make economic interpretation possible , we’ll enforce to the variables another kind of being
comparable , instead of normalization : thus , the normed variables are more adequate .This is justified by
the fact that negative values of the variables are equally difficult to interpret ; or, the normalization
unavoidable gives negative values to normalized variables.
~

Remind that , for a variable series V , the normed series

~

~

V=

~

~

X1

X2

Y1

Y2

1

0.542

0

0

0.892

0.322

0.060

0.057

0.856

0.983

0.130

0.134

0.715

1.000

0.221

0.235

0.679

0.881

0.350

0.374

0.046

0.051

0.463

0.508

0.040

0.017

0.616

0.636

0.006

0.034

0.785

0.901

0

0.000

1

1

V − min{ V }
.
max{V } − min{ V }

There obtaines :

~

V is given by

Applying technique described in (2) , there obtains
α = 0,47 ; β = 0,70 ; max Correl( µ ; η ) = - 0,8376
this value being close enough to max correl (U,V) = - 0,93285 .
Finally : in the next ,
-

the canonical variate µ = 0,47·X1 + 0,53·X2 gets the name of “ synthetical employment”
the canonical variate η = 0,7·Y1 + 0,3·Y2 gets the name of “ synthetical earning”

Then: - the synthetical earning depends strongly from the synthetical employment ;
- the intensity of this dependence is about 83,76%
- the dependence is of the negative type : the greater the synthetical employment , the smaller
the synthetical earning becomes .
In other words : in the mentioned period , the greater was the effort,
the smaller was the effect .
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